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ABSTRACT 

The phenomenon of radio emission from Extensive Air 

Showers is a recent discovery, and as yet its nature is not 

well understood. Chapter 1 indicates that the observation of 

the radio emission from showers may be one of the more promising,• 

methods of detecting very high energy showers, to which 

considerable astrophysical importance is attached. 

Various theoretical models have been put forward to 

predict the expected nature of the radio emission; these are 

presented and discussed in Chapter 2. Since the subject is leis 

than 4 years old experimentally, a review is presented in 

Chapter 3 of all the main experiments carried out in this field 

up to the commencement of the present experiment. 

The author took part in the radio-detecting experiment 

operated with the Haverah Park Extensive Air Shower Array. The 

apparatus used, and the installation procedure, are described 

in Chapter 4. 

The results of this experimental work are described in 

Chapter 5. The main aim of the analysis is to determine the 

radiation mechanism from the polarisation of the radiation, and 

also correlation is sought between the radio emission and the 

large-scale features of showers. 

In Chapter 6, the results are discussed and comparisons 

made with the results of other experiments. The feasibility of 

using the radio method in place of particle detectors for high 
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energy showers is then discussed. It is also indicated that 

the study of the radio emission may yield information on the 

longitudinal development of showers. Finally the possible 

future development of the radio work at Haverah Park is given. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION  

1.1 	High Energy Cosmic Rays  

The primary cosmic radiation is made up of high energy 

particles which continuously reach the top of the earth's 

atmosphere from outer space. This radiation reaches the earth 

after travelling vast distances through space, and a study of 

its composition, energy spectrum, arrival directions and time 

variations, should reveal information on the source of the 

radiation, and also on the fields and matter through which it 

has passed. 

There are many general questions about cosmic rays 

which we would like to answer. .(or instance: where do these 

particles originate, and what sort of acceleration mechanism is 

responsible for their very high energies? Are they confined to 

our own galaxy, or are they of extra-galactic origin and so 

pervade the whole of space? 

One particularly important aspect of high energy 

cosmic rays, which is closely associated with the above 

questions, and on which much attention has been focused, is the 

primary energy spectrum. The flux of particles falls off 

steeply with increasing energy. Closely linked to the primary 

energy spectrum is the study of the ea-a-position of the primary 

radiation. Up to about 1015eV, the composition is well 

established: about 90% of all the particles are protons, rather 

less than 10% are alpha-particles, and less than 1% are heavier 
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nuclei up to iron. (Ginzburg and Syrovatsky, 1964). The 

exponent of the inteL;ral primary energy spectrum has a slope of 

-1.6 up to 1015eV, where a well-established 'kink' occurs, the 

slope steepening to about -2.4. This steepening is believed to 

be due to the inability of the galactic magnetic field to 

contain protons inside the galaxy above this energy. Heavier 

primaries can be contained at higher energies, the factor 

depending upon the atomic number Z of the particular nucleus. 

Between 1017eV and 1018eV, another 'kink' is thought to exist, 

the slope flattening again to about -1.7. This may be due to 

the presence of protons of extra-galactic origin. Very few 

measurements are at present available at such high energies, dui- 

to the extremely low flux and consequent difficulty of 

observation. 

A fairly recent cosmological discovery which could 

have an important effect on the cosmic ray energy spectrum at 

very high energies is the isotropic black-body radiation at 

2.7°I(., first observed by Penzias and Wilson (1965). Greisen 

(1966) suggests that this radiation should effectively act as a 

barrier to prevent the acceleration of cosmic ray protons 

beyond 1020eV. Thus the measurements at the extremely high end 

of the primary energy spectrum take on an added significance. 

The existence of a cut-off in the cosmic ray flux would indicate 

that the radiation is probably universal. Any theories of the 

evolution of the universe must be able to account for the 

existence of this radiation, and therefore the confirmation of 
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its existence is of great cosmological importance. 

Thus the features of high energy cosmic rays which we 

wish to study experimentally are the flux, energy spectrum and 

composition of the primaries. Before going on to describe the 

techniques employed in making these measurements, a description 

is given of the processes which occur when a high energy primarT 

particle enters the atmosphere. 

1.2 	Extensive Air Showers. 

When a cosmic ray nucleus penetrates the atmosphere, it 

soon interacts with an atmospheric nucleus, and as a result, 

secondary particles, normally positive, negative and neutral 

pions, are produced. The incident nucleon, or nucleons, lose 

only a _traction of their energy, and carry on to make further 

interactions, while the particles produced either decay or 

themselves interact. The d:;cay of neutral pions into two high 

energy photons initiates an electron-photon cascade carried on 

by the processes of pair production and bremsstrahlung, while 

muons are produced by the decay of the charged pions. For 

primary energies of above 1013eV, this cascade can penetrate 

down to sea level, where the lateral spread of the particles may 

be considerable: Hence the name Extensive Air Shower, usually 

shortened to 

The nucleonic cascade plays the main role in 

determining the development and structure of a shower. A 

primary cosmic ray proton entering the earth's atmosphere 

interacts after traversing, on average, a mean free path of 
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about 80 gms./cm.2 For heavy primaries the mean free path is 

shorter, and fluctuations in the height of the first interactir)r 

are less than for protons. 

The primary nucleon will lose a fraction of its energ3, 

in the first interaction, and together with any other highly 

energetic nucleons and pions produced, will continue along the 

original direction of the primary, forming a sharply collimated 

beam. After a further SO gms./cm2. the particles will again 

interact: for a vertically falling shower, the atmosphere 

presents about 12 or 13 interaction mean free paths, and the 

most energetic secondary nucleons will produce the nuclear-

active component observed at sea level. The lower energy 

nucleons will be absorbed through ionisation loss in the 

atmosphere. 

On average, equal numbers of positive, negative and 

neutral pions are produced in the nuclear interactions. The 

neutral pions, which have a mean lifetime of less than 10-15 

sec., decay very rapidly into two high energy photons. These 

initiate electron-photon cascades which develop by the repeated 

processes of pair production by photons, and bremsstrahlung 

radiation by the electrons and positrons. Those cascades would 

die out well before sea-level is reached, for the initial 

energy becomes shared between so many particles that ionisation 

loss becomes dominant and the cascade is absorbed. Howeverl th,,  

further interactions in the nucleon cascade create additional 

neutral pions which initiate new electron-photon cascades. Thus 
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the electron-photon component at sea level is produced mainly 

in the last one or two interaction lengths. The electron-phottx: 

component spreads laterally away from the core over a wide area 

mainly because of Coulomb scattering. 

Charge pions produced near the top of the atmosphere 

with energy less than about 10 GeV are more likely to decay than 

to interact, the decay products being muons and neutrinos. The 

large lateral spread of the muons is due mainly to the emission 

angle of the parent pions, although Coulomb scattering and 

deflections in the earth's magnetic field play a small part. 

contrast to the electron-photon component, the majority of muons 

produced in the atmosphere, even in the first interaction, reach 

sea-level because of their relatively long lifetimes and their 

low cross-section. for all interactions apart from ionisationlcRct, 

It will be useful to give the typical distances and 

dimensions associated with a 1017eV shower, which is close to 

the mean primary energy observed at Haverah I'ark. The electron-

photon component may extend laterally over an area of radius a 

few hundred metres. The muon component, which comprises only 

about 10% of all the particles at sea level, is much more 

isotropic, and extends out well beyond 1 Km. In a vertical 

shower the number of particles builds up to a maximum at an 

altitude of about 6 Km., and then decays so that at sea level 

only a fraction remains. Showers of higher energy will reach 

maximum development lower in the atmosphere, while the maximum 

of inclined showers will be higher. 
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1.3 	Techniques for Observinc3 Extensive Air Showers  

The features of the primary cosmic radiation which the 

observation of extensive air showers can reveal, are the flux, 

energy and composition of the particles. 

The cascades initiated by the primary cosmic rays of 

energy below 1013eV do not generally extend down to sea level. 

However, the flux of those particles is relatively high, and so 

detectors carried by balloons to the top of the atmosphere can 

record the primary radiation. In the energy range 1013eV - 

1015eV, observation of the optical Cerenkov radiation,generated 

by the passage of the shower particles through the atmosphere, 

has proved to be a fairly reliable method of counting showers. 

(Jelley, 1958). At energies above this, the only way to record 

the primaries is to observe at sea level the secondary particles 

of the extensive air showers. This is done by the operation in 

coincidence of two or more particle detectors. The larger the 

showers one hopes to detect, the larger must be the area covered. 

by the array of particle detectors. 

In view of the considerable astrophysical interest in 

the upper reaches of the primary energy spectrum (ps.1018eV), 

very large arrays have been constructed in various parts of the 

world. These include the arrays at Volcano Ranch (Linsley1 1963 

Sydney (i3rownlee et al., 1967), Haverah l'ark (.2;arnshaw et al. 

1967) and the proposed Russian array at Yakutsk. The 

considerable expense and man-power involved in the construction 

and operating of these arrays has prompted several workers to 
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look into the possibility of using alternative methods for the 

observing of lare showers. 

Among these alternative possibilities is one suggested 

by Greisen, who is setting up a complex system of photo-

multipliers to look at the atmospheric fluorescence produced by 

a shower (Bunner et al., 1967). Also Suga has recently revived 

the idea of detecting by radar the ionisation produced by the 

shower particles on passage through the atmosphere (Matano et 

al., 1967). 

The detection of radio emission from showers has for 

some years been mentioned as a possible method for observing 

large showers: this idea was first suggestecl by Kelley (1958). 

Since then several experiments have been performed with the 

ultimate aim of detecting showers by radio methods alone: these 

are described in Chapter 3. Recently Colgate has designed a 

system for detecting showers due to primaries ofce4crgis of1019eV 

and above, by the simultaneous observation of the radio emission 

and the optical Cerenkov radiation. The theoretical basis for 

this experiment is the model described in Chapter 2 (Colgate 

1967). 

The advantage of detecting showers by radio methods alone, 

if it proves feasible, is that a radio system is much easier anc: 

cheaper to install than a large particle-detecting array. Before 

the method can be used, it is necessary to find out the 

mechanism by which the radio emission is generated in showers. 

Also it would seem advisable to obtain some correlation between 



data from particle-detecting arrays and radio detectors before 

hoping to obtain shower data from radio detectors alone. 

Another property of cosmic rays which is of consider-bia, 

astrophysical interest is the primary composition, and how it 

varies with primary enelny. From a knowledge of the primary 

composition, conclusions can be drawn about the sources, 

acceleration mechanisms, and the nature of the motion of cosmic 

rays in interstellar space. Of particular interest is the way 

in which the composition changes with primary energy at energies 

of above 1017eV. 

Various methods have been suggested for attempting to 

determine the charge of an incident primary nucleus. Wolfendale 

has pointed out that changes in composition should be reflected 

in the fraction of muons observed in showers (Adcock et al., 

1967). The number of muons in a proton-initiated shower is 

known to vary as 'spa, where ;gip is the primary energy and a is 

between 0.7 and 0.8. For a heavy primary with A nucleons, the 

1.1D number of muons produced should be proportional to A( jr) which 

gives an apparently higher value for a. Thus a plot of a 

against Ep should indicate any change in composition with 

primary energy. 

Vernov and Lhristiansen (1967) suggest that the 

simultaneous recording of the Cerunkov light and the muon flux 

from showers, should indicate the nature of the 1)rimary 

composition. The total Cerenkov light from a shower is believed 

to be closely proportional to ED, whereas the number of muons 
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depends on both Ep and on A, the mass number of the primary. 

Another method is that suggested by Orford and Turver 

(1968). The use of a muon detector in conjunction with the 

Haverah Park array, revealed that certain events gave muons with 

high transverse momentum at large distances from the core. They 

calculate that these can only be explained on the basis that 

they are produced in the interaction of a heavy primary nucleus, 

and that this is therefore a method of identifying heavy 

primaries. 

It is expected that the study of the radio emission 

from showers should yield information on the charges of the 

primary nuclei. The amplitude and time profile of the radio 

pulse are expected to depend upon the longitudinal development 

of the shower, and in particular upon the height of the first 

interaction, which is essentially determined by the charge of 

the primary. 

The radio experiment at Haverah Park was therefore set 

up with the main aims of discovering the nature of the radiation 

mechanism, and of establishing a functional relationship between 

the radio emission and the gross features of showers. From this 

it was hoped that a decision could be made as to the feasibility 

of using the radio method for the detection of very high energy 

showers, and the charges of the primary particles initiating 

them. 
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CHA:i'TER TWO  

THEORI: OF -..aADIO ENI;3JION FROM EXI1E-E4IkTi-i.; AIR 8HOORS 

2.1 	Introduction. 

In chapter 1 it was indicated that information about 

the energy and charge of primary cosmic ray nuclei might be 

obtained from the observation of radio emission from showers. 

Several theoreticians have set up models with the aim of 

determining the nature of the radio emission expected, and their 

work is summarised in this chapter. 

As early as 1941, Blackett and Lovell (1941) suggested 

the possibility of the radar detection of the ionisation 

produced by a shower. However, owing to the short time for 

electron attachment in air at normal pressures, the reflecting 

power is much smaller than that estimated by Blackett and Lovell. 

'Zevertheless, the idea has recently been revived by Suga, *  

and an attempt is being made to detect very lar2,e showers of 

about 1020e1T by this method, using low frequency, high power 

radar pulses. (Matano et al., 1967). 

Some time elapsed after the original proposal before 

Jelley (1958) suggested the possibility of the passive detection 

of the microwave Cerenkov radiation from showers. He estimated 

that to obtain an adequate sensitivity with this method, a 

parabolic aerial of diameter about 3 metres would be required. 

In a more detailed analysis, Lerche (1965) calculated that with 

a wavelength of 3 ems., and a 10 bandwidth, for a shower of 
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size 106 particles, a receiver of diameter at least 80 metres 

would be required to give a signal to noise ratio of 3 to 1. 

However, in either case the beamwidth of the aerial would only 

be a few minutes of arc, and the counting rate would be very low 

At longer wavelengths in the radio region, it seemed 

that the intensity would be still further reduced, since the 

Cerenkov radiation is proportional to frequency. However, the 

wavelength then becomes comparable with the dimensions of the 

shower, and this led Askaryan (1962, 1965) to suggest that the 

normal Cerenkov radiation might be enhanced. This prompted the 

start of experimental work in the field. 

2.2 	The Charre Excess Hodel of Askaryan. 

In his first paper, Askaryan pointed out that a 

fractional excess of negative charge in a shower would, at these 

longer wavelengths, give rise to a considerable enhancement of 

the normal Cerenkov radiation, because of mutual coherence. He 

suggested that such an excess of electrons over positrons would 

exist in an electron--photon cascade, mainly due to the 

annihilation of positrons in flight. There would also be 

contributions to this excess from delta-rays and from Compton 

electrons, though these would be of lower energy and less 

important. 

Askaryan ignored the contributions from delta-rays and 

Compton electrons: the fractional excess of electrons over 

positrons is then given by the cross-section for positron 

annihilation, divided by the cross-section for bremsstrablung 
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radiation. For air showers, Askaryan took a value of 100 MeV 

for the mean particle energy at shower maximum, which loads to 

an excess E of the order of 7. For a shower of N particles,the 

rate of production of the mutually coherent Cerenkov radiation 

will depend on (c N)2. For N particles radiating incoherently, 

this factor would be replaced by Y. Thus the enhancement facto' 

due to mutual coherence is c.2  N. A typical value at Haverah .'ark 

for N, the number of particles at shower maximum, is 5.107, and 

this gives an enhancement factor of about 2.5 x 105. Thus by 

choosing a suitable frequency for the detection system, the 

enery flux increases by a factor of about 10'. 

The intensity of this enhanced CODMI1DV radiation shoul& 

increase with increasin frequency, as long as the conditions 

for mutual coherence hold. For full coherence these conditions, 

as elaborated by Jelley (1965), are:- 

(a) The wavelength. of the radiation must be much greater than 

the thickness of the shower front. 

(b) The effective lateral spread of the shower must be within 

One Fresnel zone as seen from the aerial. 

(c) The area of the receivin aerial must lie within one EDesnol 

zone as seen by the shower front. 

Askaryan's first pacer made no mention of these 

coherence conditions. However, in a second paper (1965), in 

order to take into account the lateral extent of the shower, he 

obtained an interference factor by inteL;rating the retardation 

of the radio pulse over the cross-sectional area of the shower, 
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and using a value of 30m. for the effective radius of the shower 

disc, found a maximum frequency for coherence of 60 ELHz.. Since 

this analysis takes no account of the lateral distribution of 

the shower narticles, i',.skaryan then calculated the frequency 

dependence of the interference factor using an empirical 

expression for the lateral distribution. In this case the 

decrease in the interference factor was less marked and even 

over-compensated by the normal Corenkov increase in signal 

intensity with frequency. However, Askaryan does not consider 

the effect of the finite shower front thickness. natever the 

radiation mechanism, for full coherence the shower thickness 

should not exceed one half wavelenth. The accepted value for 

the thickness near the axis is 21:1. (e.. Bassi et al. , 1953), so 

this gives an upper frequency limit of 75 NEz.. 

It should be mentioned, however, that the characteristic 

shower dimensions (diameter and thickness) are related to the 

radiation length (the typical distance travelled by a high-en 

electron before it radiates a photon by a scattering erocess). 

The radiation length in air is about 57gm.cm.-2, but this will 

obviously give a variable distance donending on the altitude. A.L. 

sea level the radiation length is about 300m. , but at 6km., a 

typical height of maximum development, tie value will be nearer 

to 600m., and the dmensions of t:.le shower disc ma: also be 

doubled. The estimates given above fer coherence are therefore 

optimistic. 
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2.3 	The Theory of Kahn and Lerche. 

The Cerenkov radiation described in the previous 

section arises as a result of the longitudinal motion of the 

shower particles through tDo medium. Kahn and Lerche (1966) 

were the first to show that the transverse motion of the particle 

would be at least as important. flaking a more fundamental 

approach to the problem, they considered the -properties of the 

shower as a whole, and its surroundings, and then set up 

Maxwell's equations to determine the electric field coniponents 

due to different effects. 

A highly idealised model of a shower is used. They 

consider an annular ring of charge, thin compared with the 

wavelength of emission, and moving relativistically withvelocit,i 

greater than the phase velocity of radiation in the medium. The 

medium is taken to be infinite and with a constant refractive 

index, and thus the analysis has some similarity with that for 

Cerenkov radiation. 

Kahn and Lerche realised that the systematic separation 

of the oppositely charged electrons and positrons in the earth's 

magnetic field would make an important contribution to the 

radiation due to two effects. A current would be caused by this 

charge separation, and an electrostatic dipole would be 

maintained by this current. The excess charge mechanism as 

suggested by Askaryan was also considered. For distances from 

the shower axis grater than the annular radius, it was found 

that the radiation due to the current term dominated, while the 
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dipole term became important near the shower core. These two 

effects would each give radiation polarised at right angles to 

both the shower direction and the ma(:Lnetic field direction. For 

vertical showers this leads to mainly .]asteest polarisation, 

but for inclined showers the polarisation direction depends on 

the shower arrival direction. This is discussed more fully in 

section 2,7, 

To make the model more realistic, an exponential decay 

was incorporated into the analysis, representing the decay ofth. 

shower from maximum. This did not appreciably change the ove:i:± 

picture, but revealed hit the emission angle would generally be 

larger than the Cerenkov anle, and for a fast decaying shower, 

independent of the refractive index of the medium. Thus the 

radiation could not be regarded in any way as Cerenkov 

the lateral spread being much more isotropic. However, the 

intensity of the radiation would be expected to show roughly the 

same increase with increasing frequency. 

The Kahn and Lerche model applies to showers of small 

zenith angles falling fairly close to the receiving aerial. One 

should not expect it to apply to showers of lare. zenith angles, 

which reach maximum development at greater height and distance, 

so that the approximation of infinite length is unrealistic. 

Other criticisms of the model are that it does not consider 

either the variation of refractive index with height, or the 

growth of the shower up to maximum development. This may be 

important in determining the lateral spread of the radiation, 
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and also the frequency spectrum. 

However, although the shower model used by Kahn and 

Lerche is a highly idealised one, the analysis was extremely 

important, if only for stressing tho role played by the 

geomagnetic field in producing the radio emission. 

2.4 	The Colgate Nodel. 

Another very different approach to the problem was made 

by Colgate (1967). As in the Kahn and Lerche model, the radi.attyl, 

is produced as a result of the deflection of the electrons and 

positrons in the geomagnetic field. Colgate shows that this 

deflection gives rise to a perturbation of the magnetic field in. 

the form of a forward travelling pulse whose momentum corresponft' 

to that removed by the deflection of the charged particles. If 

no magnetic deflection occurs, then the momentum of the primary 

initiating the shower is finally all dissipated by collision 

losses of the secondaries in the atmosphere and in the ground. 

However, if the electrons and positrons are separated by the 

earth's field before giving up their momentum, then one would 

expect part of this momentum to appear as a disturbance of the 

field.. 

The efficiency of conversion of relativistic momentum 

to radio frequency electromagnetic radiation increases with 

altitude. Colgate therefore confines his analysis to showers 

which arrive almost tangential to the earth's surface, and whic 

therefore reach maximum development at high altitudes. In this 

respect the model is applicable to just the type of shower which 
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does not fit the Kahn and Lerche analysis. In many ways the 

Colgate model is more realistic, since it takes into account the 

growth and decay characteristics of the shower, and also the 

thickness and curvature of the shower front. 

The important results which Colgate arrives at are that 

for this type of shower, the radiation spectrum will show a 

maximum as low as 2 MHz.. This value is dependent on the disc 

thickness, and therefore on the atmospheric density, at the 

position of maximum development. For vertical showers, Colgate 

finds that the oAimum frequency may be close to the WI MHz. 

first used by Jolley et al. (1966). The angular spread of the 

radiation is found to be about 0.2 radian, depending on 

(front thickness/front radius of curvature). By contrast, 

Colgate shows that the Kahn and Lerche model predicts an ongula': 

spread given by (front thickness/attenuation lensth)- which 

leads to a value of 0.03 radian (Smith et al. 1965). 

2.5 	The Theory of Allan. 

Another approach to the subject of radio emission from 

E.A.S. has been made by Allan (1967), which in some ways is 

similar to that of Colgate. He sets out to calculate the actual. 

electric field L(t) as a function of time, rather than the 

magnitude of the Fourier components, as do Kahn and Lerche. He 

shows that E(t) depends upon the position of the receiving 

aerial relative to the shower, and also upon the way in which 

the shower builds up to maximum and then decays. 

The method used to calculate the electric field at a 
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given point from the motions of the shower particles, is one 

suggested by Feynman (1963). Vor relativistic energies, the 

electric field is found to be dependent mainly on the angular 

acceleration of the chare as seen from the point at which the 

field is required. 

The analysis takes the form of a series of steps, 

commencing with a single chared particle moving along an 

infinite track, and reaching a model which incorporates most of 

the important features of a real shower. In the course of the 

analysis, several interesting points emerge. ',then considering 

the longitudinal motion of the shower particles, the radiation 

due to particles with enerj.es above, or less than the Ceronkov 

threshold is found to be nalireatly different. Thus the Comptor 

electrons, ig nored in the Askaryan analysis, 	in fact be 

important in contributing to the enhanced Cerenkov radiation due 

to the charge excss 	lee scattering of electrons is not 

found to affect the radiation appreciably, but a considerable 

enhancement takes place as a result of the transverse deflectio; 

of electrons and positrons in the R.comagnetic field, and the 

radio emission is principally associated with this effect. 

The radio pulse waveform is expected to consist of an 

initial sharp pulse not less than 0001 .usec. in duration, 

followed by a long tail of low amplitude. The fr, •quency spectr:17 

is expected to be fairly flat up to 20 iiEIz.. These values are 

typical but they can be exJ)ected to vary dependin upon the 

distance from the shower axis and the zenith angle. Even at 
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large zenith angles, there can be an appreciable high frequency 

component, though, in agreement with Colgate, the dominant 

frequency is expected to be less than 10 MHz.. 

2.6 	Charman's Two Models and Other Theories. 

Charman has suggested that the earth's electric field 

may be responsible for radio emission from showers in two 

different ways. Under normal fine-weather conditions, the 

electric field is vertical and has typical values of about 

100 V/m at sea level and 10 V/rn at an altitude of 10 Km.. Under 

disturbed weather conditions, much higher values may occur, up 

to 104 V/m in thunderstorms: the field may then have consi&d. 

horizontal components and may even reverse in sign. 

Charman firstly (1967) points out that the shower 

electrons and positrons will be systematically separated by the 

electric field. This will result in the formation of a dipole 

and a transverse current exactly analogous to those caused by 

charge separation in the earth's magnetic field. However, for 

this transverse sepnration to be comparable with that due to the 

magnetic field, Charman finds that electric fields of about 

6.103  V/m are required, which only occur during thundery 

conditions. lie also considers the charge separation produced 

along the direction of the shower motion by the component of the 

potential gradient parallel to this direction, and finds that 

the enhancement factor produced over the normal Cerenkov yield 

is negligible compared with the Askaryan charge excess 

enhancement factor. 
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In a second paper (Private communication) Charman 

suggests that the acceleration of slow ionisation electrons in 

the electric field fialy yield observable effects at radio 

frequencies. 	similar model was sua:,ested by 1'.11. Wilson(195' 

some years before the discovery of radio emission from showers. 

Charmen pictures slow ionisation electrons produced in the 

atmosphere by the passage of a shower, as being fairly rapidly 

accelerated up to a constant drift velocity before suffering a 

rapid retardation on capture by an oxygen molecule. 	a rosul 

the positive accelerations will add up within a time of about 

0.03 Ilsec., while the negative accelerations will be spread over 

about 1 user.. An estimate of the energy of the pulse at 10 Difl 

clue to this mechanism finds it to be comparable with that due to 

the charge excess model of Askaryan. 

The radiation from this mechanism should be polarised 

in a direction at right ang es to, and in the vertical plane 

containing, the shower axis. No systematic variation with 

azimuth angle would therefore be expected. 

JA study of the polarisation pronerties of radio pulses 

should indicate how much importance should be attached to this 

mechanism. However, it is also necessary to take into account 

the local climatic conditions which can affect the earth's 

electric field. 

Another theory which deserves some attention is that o:  

J:Zosenthal and :J'ilchenkov (1966). In searching for a mechanism 

which gives radiation more isotropic than the Askaryan mechand 
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they consider the bremsstrahlung from delta-rays resulting from 

ionisation by the shower electrons. They estimate that 

detectable pulses should be produced by showers of primary 

energy ureater than 1017eV. 

However, Jelkr(1967) points out some deficiencies in 

the theory. He suggests that incorrect values for cross-

sections were used in the calculation, and also that since the 

path length of the delta-rays is much smaller than the 

radiation wavelength, the radiation fields from the beginning 

and end of each track will tend to cancel. Jolley also 

considers the possibility of direct bremsstrahlung by the 

shower particles themselves, and finds that the expected 

radiation is negligible. He concludes that both these 

bremsstrahlung mechanisms will yield incoherent radiation which 

will be negligible compared with the other mechanisms proposed. 

2.7 	Predictions  from the Theories. 

Various features of the radio emission predicted by the 

different theories can be compared: the polarisation, lateral 

spread and frequency dependence. 

The polarisation of the radiation should indicate which 

type of mechanism is responsible. For the Askaryan excess charge 

mechanism, the radiation should be radially polarised, as for al 

Cerenkov radiation. Thus an aerial which is sensitive only to 

the electric field component in a particular direction should 

show a clustering of showers at positions along the aerial axis, 

For instance, an aerial sensitive to the East-West component 
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would receive the maximum signal from showers falling to the 

_east and West of the aerial. 

Both the Charman mechanisms which depend on the earth's 

electric field will give the same polarisation. Although the 

radiation is isotropic with azimuth, an aerial of particular 

orientation will not record the same signal from showers from 

any direction. An aerial orientated east-West will record more 

from showers arriving from the ;:ast or Jest, rather than from 

the north or L>outh. On the other hand, unpolarised radiation, 

although again isotropic with azimuth, should give a larger 

pulse on an East-'ifest orientated aerial, for showers arriving 

from the North or South. 

The Kahn and Lerche, Colgate, and Allan theories, all 

suggest that the geomagnetic field is mainly responsible for the 

radio emission, and this radiation should be polarised at right 

angles to both the shower axis and the magnetic field. Fig.2.l 

shows for which shower arrival directions the ast-44est compmcmt 

is greater than the North-Couth, and vice versa. It will be 

noticed that on average the :J;ast-::pest component is more likely 

to be the larger, but to state the radiation is predominantly 

polarised , ast-',4est is not true. 

The frequency dependence of the radiation should also 

help to distinguish between the different models. .Both the 

Askaryan, and the Kahn and Lorche theories, predict a Cerenkov-

type of dependence: i.e. the intensity increases with increasing 

frequency up to an expected maximum due to the onset of 
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FIG. 2.1 TO ILLUSTRATE WHICH POLARISATION COMPONENT 
IS EXPECTED TO BE LARGER UNDER THE 
GEOMAGNETIC CHARGE SEPARATION MODEL FOR 
ANY ARRIVAL DIRECTION. 



decoherence. On the other hand, the theories of Colgate and 

Allan predict a maximum intensity at frequencies of the order 

10 MHz., with only residual components of the pulse at higher 

frequencies. 

Whereas the Kahn and Lerche theory predicts an angular 

spread of the radiation of about 0.03 radian, the value worked 

out by Colgate, who takes account of the shower front curvature 

is about 0.2 radian. Allan makes the important surrostion that 

as one moves away from the shower axis, the pulse observed 

becomes flatter and the optimum frequency becomes lower. 

Most of the theories predict that roughly the same 

electric field strength will be observed, within an order of 

magnitude. Allan (1967 B) has shown that the calculation ofthl 

field for an Askaryan type of mechanism is relatively 

straightforward. He suggests that the frequency soectrum 

fairly flat up to an optimum frequency of about 20 EHz. where 

decohorence sets in. At any frequency below this, the electric 

field is found to be F4ven approximately by: 

E = 10-121Ivolts/metre/EHz. 

Thus if the receiver bandwidth is 1 EHz., and the shower c)12t::i. 

107  coherently radiating particles, the field strength is 

113= 10)avolts/metre. 

A short mention should be made here of the expected 

contribution of muons to the radio emission from showers: none 

of the theories considers this in detail, although Allan (1967A) 

does point out that the mean energy of muons in showers is 
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close to the Cerenkov threshold. About 10 of all shower 

particles are muons. The ratio of positive to negative muons 

is close to unity, from which we can conclude that the coherent 

Cerenkov radiation from muons will be negligible compared with 

that from electrons. 

However, the deflection of muons in the geomagnetic 

field will be greater than for electrons since their path 

lengths are longer, and the effects of scattering are less. On 

the other hand, the lateral spread of the muons is much greater 

than that of the electrons. In a shower of size 107  particles, 

about 50 of the electrons lie within a radius of 80m. from the 

shower axis, whereas the corresponding radius for muons is 

360m. (Greisen, 1960). This suggests that the number of muons 

which will radiate coherently will be very small, and that it 

is probably reasonable to ignore the contribution to the radio 

emission from muons. 
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C HAP T.1 ifR. TER riy 

REVI.',JJW OF  OTH7.2 EXPIMLIENTAL WORK 

3.1 	Introduction. 

The pioneer experiment in the detection of radio 

emission associated with A.S. was performed at Jodrell Bank 

by Dr. Jelley and his colleagues during the latter part of 196Y. 

The existence of the phenomenon was definitely established, and 

many other workers were encouraged to make further 

investigations. There have been three main objectives in the 

succeeding experiments: to find out how the radio energy varies 

with frequency, and with distance from the core, (lateral 

distribution), and most important, to measure the polarisation 

of the radiation and hence deduce the radiation mechanism. 

The various experiments can be assigned into three 

categories: (a) those in which attempts were made to trigger on 

radio pulses alone, (b) those in which the radio system was 

triggered by a simple particle array, or optical Cerenkov 

detector, and (c) those in which an extensive particle array 

was available, not only to provide a triger pulse, but also to 

give detailed information on each shower. 

2aperiments of type (a) tend to be plagued with severe 

pick-up problems, and it is arguable that one should not . 

attempt to detect showers in this way, before correlating radio 

data with particle detector information. j1Kperiments of type 

(b) do ensure that events recorded are associated with 2.A.S., 

but it seems that most will be learned about the phenomenon 



from experiments of type (c) in which polarisation and other 

measurements can be made on individual showers. 

In this chapter a review is presented of all the 

experimental work performed by the various groups. It has been 

found more convenient to consider the development of the work at 

each centre in turn, rather than attempt to present the 

experiments in chronological order. 

3.2 Various Experiments at Jodrell J3ank. 

Most of these experiments are described by Jelley et 

al. (1966) and by Porter (1967). 

In the very first experiment, a small geiger array was 

used to trigger the oscilloscope which displayed the output fror. 

a 44 MHz. receiver, of bandwidth 2.8 MHz.. The aerial used was 

a broadband array, 6, %x 6X, polarised Last--Vest, with maximum 

response at the zenith, and with a 3db beamwidth of 100. 

Out of a total of 4500 showers recorded, 11 showers 

gave a radio pulse at the expected time. In addition, 

histograms of the integral amplitude, and frequency of maximum 

fluctuation, showed statistically significant peaks at the 

expected time. .Although hodoscope information was available, 

this was unreliable, but the shower size was known to be between 

105  and 106  particles at sea level. 

During the early months of 1965 the geiger array was 

replaced by an oetical Cerenhov detector, whose response was 

also directed towards the zenith. Out of about 104  events, no 
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significantly correlated pulses were observed, and the 

conclusion was that the threshold primary energy of the light 

receiver was too low. The null result was consistent with a 

primary energy threshold of above 1016eV for the production of 

a detectable radio pulse. 

In a further experiment, radio observations were made 

at 150 MHz., where the wavelength should be less than the 

shower thickness. Durin six weeks of operation, 5 large pulseE 

were observed at 44 NHz., but none at 150 MHz. which was 

consistent with a shower thickness of not less than lm. causil'Tg 

decoherence. However, the receiver used may have been in fault' 

adjustment (Frivate communication 	.Corter), and this result 

should therefore probably be disregarded. 

Following this, one half of the 44 NHz. aerial array 

was rotated to be orientated North-South, so that polarisation 

measurements could be made. Fifty days of observations 

revealed no significant difference between the pulses from the 

two arrays. However, it was decided that the geier array 

selected showers whose cores fell very close to the aerial 

array and that these would not be suitable for distinguishing 

between the geomagnetic and excess charge mechanisms. 

In the mid-winter months of 1965-66 an attempt was made to 

correlate optical Cerenkov and radio frequency impulses from 

showers at high zenith angles. The experiment was a 

collaborative effort between the groups from Jodrell Bank and 

Harwell. The radio channel consisted of a rhombic aerial of 
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centre frequency 48.5 MHz. whose main lobe was at an angle of 

about 12.5°  to the horizon. The amplified output from this 

aerial was photographed every time a coincident pulse was 

received from a pair of optical Cerenkov detectors whose field 

of view was similar to that of the rhombic aerial. 

Although the conditions in 3ritain are obviously far 

from ideal for this type of experiment, some 500 events were 

recorded during 52 hours of clear sky conditions. Two methods 

of analysis were adopted. In the first, each trace was divided. 

into 48 channels, and the mean pulse height in each integrated 

over all the events. A strong peak occurred at the time 

expected for shower-associated pulses. In the second method, 

the amplitude and position of every pulse greater than 1.5 time: 

any other pulse on the same trace were recorded. Again an 

obvious cluster around the expected position was observed. 

From the recorded rate of optical events, and assuming the 

height of production of the Cerenkov radiation, an estimate of 

1016eV for the threshold enery was obtained. Since about 2:: of 

events gave detectable radio pulses, the threshold primary 

energy for detectable radio pulse production was assumed to be 

about 1017eV. 

The most important experiment carried out at Jodrell 

Bank was a North-South asymmetry experiment, designed to observe 

the suggested charge separation mechanism of Kahn and Lerch®. 

( 'orter :ILA. et al. 1967). The aerials used were two 900  cornaK 

reflectors, back to back, with beamwidths of 450, and directed 
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e.t 450  to the zenith. An extended array of geiger counters, 

forming altogether seven equilateral triangles along an East-

West line 175 m. long, detected the showers, a coincidence 

being registered whenever the three counters of any one triangle 

were simultaneously struck. The estimated threshold energy was 

5.1015eV. 

Assuming the shower arrival direction to vary as 

(cos 9)7, and the radio pulses to arise wholly from geomagnetic 

charge separation, the expected North to South ratio was 

calculated to be 7:1. In fact no significant difference was 

observed between the North and South channels, and the conclusion 

drawn was that at 44 MHz., the effects of charge separation did 

not dominate as the Kahn and Lerch° theory suggested. 

Recently an attempt has been made by Jodrell Bank 

workers to trigger on radio pulses alone at Hafren. Forest, a 

quiet site in Mid-Wales 	The system consists of four vertical 

unipoles centered on 50 MHz. with bandwidth 20 MHz. and operate 

in 4-fold coincidence. No news of any results has yet boon 

published. 

3.3 	Experiments by the Dublin Group. 

A group from University College, Dublin, has been 

active in this field, and apart from collaborating with the 

Jodrell Bank group in the original experiment, has itself 

performed several interesting experiments. A sheltered valley 

site with relatively low noise background has made wide-band 

operation feasible. 
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In the first experiment, (Porter 	oet al. 1965), thz,  

video output from a helical aerial, centered on 70 HHz. and with 

bandwidth 20 MHz., was triggered by a plastic Cerenkov particle 

detector situated 70m. away, which was adjusted to give about 

20 events per hour, many of which were probably due to local 

showers or muon-induced events. Out of 12,000 traces recorded, 

five pulses at least five times the average noise fluctuation 

were observed at the expected time. In a more detailed analysL: 

a short interval of 250 nsecs. about the expected position was 

compared with an arbitrary interval of similar length: 23 

pulses, larger than any in the comparison channels, and greater 

than twice the background noise, could then be distinguished. 

Pulses associated with 	%1. r3. had thus been observed. 

Following this, a correlation between optical and radic 

emission from showers at large zenith angles was established. 

(McDreen et al. 1966). The results were compatible with those 

from the similar experiment at Jodrell Bank : probably due to 

the higher working frequency (75 MHz., bandwidth 20 EHz.), no 

large pulses were observed, but the familiar technique of 

recording the amplitude and position of the highest peak in eacl. 

trace and integrating for a number of channels, revealed 

statistically significant peaks at the expected position. 

The Dublin group have also carried out a long-distance 

coincidence experiment, triggering on radio pulses alone.(Fegan 

et al. 1967). Apparently the main source of interference 

pulses below 100 MHz. is vehicle ignition, and to eliminate 



false coincidences due to this the receivers have to be 

separated by several kms., and so three sites at relative 

spacings of 10 kms., 12 kms., and 20 :,ins. were selected. In 

order to reduce the effective separation of the detectors, it 

was necessary to work at large zenith angles, which also had the 

advantage that the lateral spread of the coherent signal would 

be increased. However, one disadvantage of operation near the 

horizon is that it means detecting the vertical polarisation 

component, since, (unless the antenna is raised well above the 

ground), the ground image cancels the antenna pattern at the 

horizon for the horizontal polarisation component. As was 

mentioned in chapter 2, under the chare separation mechanism, 

the vertically polarised component is always smaller than the 

North-Southbomponent by a factor of about 0.4 at British 

latitudes, and for most arrival directions is also much smaller 

than the -fast-West component. 

Another difficulty encountered was that of correlating 

events at the three stations, since it was obviously not 

feasible to connect them by underground cable. Initially a 

clock was photographed for each event, but this was later 

improved upon by photographing at each site the audio waveform 

from a commercial radio station, followed by comparing the three 

sets of waveforms, giving an effective resolving time of 0.05 

sec. 

Twenty-three probable coincidences were recor d for 

the pair of stations at 10 kms. separation, but none for the 
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other two pairs. A variety of antennae, with different 

frequencies and bandwidths, were employed at the three sites, so 

perhaps comparisons are not very meanirwful. The estimated 

threshold enery for showers giving coincidences was about 

1018eV. It seems that purely radio selection of showers may be 

feasible under these conditions, but not much can be learned 

this way either about the radiation mechanism or about the 

showers themselves. 

The latest experiment to be reported from Dublin is an 

investigation at a very high frequency, to test the theoretical 

expectation that the radio power falls off above about 75 MHz. 

due to decoherence. (Fegan and Slevin, 1963). A master radio 

pulse from two 44 MHz. receivers was used to investigate the 

outputs from both a 520 MHz. receiver, bandwidth 2 MHz., and a 

scintillation detector. A coincidence between the master radio 

pulse and a particle in the scintillation detector was assumed 

to be due to a shower. 

Sixty-three analysable events were recorded, of which 

eleven gave pulses at the expected time at least 1.5 times the 

average noise fluctuation. Subsidiary experiments were carried. 

out and eliminated the possibility of the events being due to 

pick-up, or to random coincidences. Thus it seems that evidenc 

has definitely been established for ultra-high radio frequency 

emission from E.A.S., whereas most of the theoreticians predict 

little radio power above 100 MHz.. 	A value of 2.0 ± 0.6 

for the exponent of the interal pulse height 
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spectrum was measured, (even though the amplitudes only varied 

from 1.5 to 3 times the noise fluctuation on each trace), which, 

since a square law detector was used, implied incoherent 

radiation. Thus the effect postulated by Rosenthal and 

Filchenkov, that of radio bremsstrahlung from delta-ray 

electrons, may be responsible, while also possible, but not 

worked out in detail, are isotropic recombination radiation 

from atmospheric atoms and molecules, or radiative Coulomb 

scattering of low energy shower electrons. 

3. 4 The Harwell Experiment. 

Members of the Harwell group have participated in many 

of the experiments at Jodrell Bank. Recently they have set up 

an independent experiment for detecting E. 	at low elevation 

by wholly radio methods. (Charman et al. 1967). Two sites, at 

Grove and Harwell, have been selected. They are 9 kms. apart 

which should make local interference negligible, and the 

arrangement should be suitable for detecting showers with 

zenith angle about 800, and incident along the -Larwell-Grove 

bearing. 

At each site the main apparatus consists of a pair of 

corner reflectors about 100m, apart at frequency 55 MHz. and 

bandwidth 30 MHz.. The main beams are along the Harwell-Grove 

bearing, and a coincidence unit for each pair gives an effective 

beamwidth of about 30°. The two sites are linked by pulse radio 

giving a time association of about 1 psec. Also available at 
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Harwell are some tanks of liquid scintillator, a large 

Corenkov night sky detector, and low frequency equipment at 

15 MHz.. 

Preliminary results from the Harwell site only are 

reported. A large number of coincident pulses are believed to 

be due to distant electrical storms. Of the remaining pulses it 

is believed that some are associated with E.A.S., and to 

distinguish between these and man-made pulses, it is intended 

to use the scintillators to provide information on the presence 

of shower particles. 

3.5 	The .i;xperiments at Kharkov and Vioscow. 

The first .i!].A.S. radio experiment in the U..j.3.R. 

took place at the Kharkov State University. (Borshkovsky et al. 

1966). Two separate arrays, of six dipoles each, at frequency 

20 MHz. and bandwidth 1.4 MHz., one orientated l'orth-South, and 

the other East-West, were each triggered by a separate array of 

three groups of geiger counters. Visual recording was not used 

and an 'event' consisted of a coincidence between pulses from 

the three appropriate geiger counters and a pulse from the 

aerial system. The discrimination level in the radio channel 

was not mi ntioned. 

four four-fold coincidences were reported during 60 

hours recording on the East-..Jest channel, and one during 38 

hours recording on the forth-Louth channel. This was claimed EIE 

distinct evidence for the geomagnetic charge separation 
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mechanism. However, the numbers involved are very small, and 

also, as was pointed out at the end of chapter 2, charge 

separation does not necessarily imply East-West polarisation 

for a particular shower, even though on average more showers 

will give radiation polarised in this direction than North-South 

Before drawing conclusions from such a small number of showers, 

one must have detailed information about the showers from a 

particle array. 

The second experiment to be reported was from the 

Moscow State University where an extensive particle detecting 

system of geiger counters and scintillators was available. 

(Vernov et al. 1967). Two half-wave dipoles, both orientated 

East-West, were erected at distances of 60m. and 140m. from the 

centre of the particle array. The resonant frequency for both 

was 30.2 MHz. and the bandwidths, including amplifiers, were 

37 MHz. and 2.2 MHz. respectively. 

The oscilloscopes displaying the outputs from the 

dipoles wore triggered by a coincidence pulse from the particle 

detecting system, and for 1100 hours of operation, an incomplete 

analysis revealed 17 pulses during 700 hours, with power flux 

greater than 25 times cosmic noise: there were also 27 pulses 

with power greater than 5 times cosmic noise, during the other 

400 hours. 

Good correlation was observed between the radio power 

and the square of the total number of muons in the shower. 

Since Nu was taken to be a good measure of the primary energy 
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Ep, it was deduced that the radio power was approximately 

proportional to Ep2. 

The lateral distribution function exponent for the 

radio power was calculated from data on the two antennae. A 

mean value of -1.09 was obtained, but this was later stated to 

be incorrect due to errors in the calibration of one of the 

antennae. 

The experimental set-up was later extended to include 

altogether nine dipoles at various locations in the particle 

array. Of these, seven were orientated East-West, while there . 

was one pair of crossed dipoles with directions both East-West 

and North-South. Thus it was hoped to obtain information on the 

polarisation of the radiation as well as the lateral distribtition 

function. A first report of the experiment gave rather indecisive 

results as far as polarisation was concerned, but this was 

apparently due to some error in the calculation of the response 

of the half-wave dipoles. A second report was published 

(Vernov et al. 1968) together with a full explanation of the 

calculation of the polar diagram (Abrosimov et al. 1968); this 

will be taken as correct. 

The results presented included ten events for which a 

pulse was observed on at least one of the two crossed dipoles. 

These events were analysed in terms of the two models, 

geomagnetic charge separation and charge excess. The 

conclusions were that in nine of the events the ratio observed 

'did not contradict' the geomagnetic theory. For the charge 
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excess mechanism, only three 'did not contradict', and these 

were all showers in which the angle between the shower axis 

and the geomagnetic field was less than 30°. One or other of 

the mechanisms was considered to be invalid if the measured 

power ratio differed from the calculated value by more than 2.5 

times the standard deviation. While the measurements do not 

agree in any way exactly with the charge separation model, this 

is found to be the most likely mechanism at 30 NHz.. 

In order to obtain information on the lateral 

distribution function, five individual showers, for which pulsee 

were observed on at least three aerials, were used. Graphs of 

radio power against distance from the shower core were plotted 

assuming that the geomagnetic mechanism was dominant, and also 

that the radio power varied as R-11. The values obtained for n 

varied from 1.3 to 3.2 with a mean of 1.9. 

Good correlation was also obtained between the radio 

power and Fp21  (but not with Net, where Ne is the total number 

of electrons in the shower), after normalizing to 150m. and 

assuming a geomar;netic mechanism. It is predicted in the paper 

that it should be possible to observe radio emission from large 

showers at distances of the order of kilometres, even though the 

observations so far extend only as far as 400m.. With this in 

mind an aerial has now been erected about 1.5 km. from the 

centre of the array, but no news of results is yet available. 

3.6 Observations from Nount Chacaltaya. 

When the workers at B.A.S.J.E. (altitude 5200m) began 
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looking for radio emission from air showers, they were 

understandably sceptical of obtaining useful results, as working 

at high altitudes has two disadvantages: there is a shorter 

shower path for producing radiation, and Cerenkov effects are 

reduced by the lower air density. However, Chacaltaya is 

favourably situated in being very close to the geomagnetic 

equator (5° South) so that charge separation in the earth's 

field is maximum for vertical showers: also there are few 

sources of man-made interference in Bolivia so that broadband 

reception is possible at all times. 

Observations were made with various antennae of 

different bandwidth ranges (3arker et al. 1967). Plots were 

made of the arrival directions of showers with which a radio 

pulse was observed, and good correlation was obtained with the 

antenna pattern for each aerial system, showing tb.at the pulses 

were definitely an effect of the showers. A comparison of the 

rates of detection of pulses with the different antennae 

revealed that for the two whose bandwidth extended down to 

40 MHz., rates of 0.06 and 0.03 per hour were recorded, while 

for one whose bandwidth extended down to only 50 MHz., the rate 

was only 0.01 per hour. Thus useful evidence was obtained for 

the variation of the radio emission with frequency. A systematic 

experiment is planned to explore this more fully. 

3.7 The First Experiment at Calary. 

An important experiment, as far as the polarisation 

question is concerned, is reported from the University of 
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Calgary (Prescott et al. 1967). The actual experiment took 

place at the Radio Observatory near Penticton, where use was 

made of a LO,x 4'xarray of wide-band, full-wave dipoles, polarised. 

East-West, centered on frequency 22.25 MHz., and with bandwidth, 

including receiver, of 4 MHz.. A phasing network allowed the use 

of the single antenna system to make simultaneous measurements 

with antenna lobes directed 30° N. and 30° S. of the zenith. 

Assuming a fixed shower size, and a (cos e)7  zenith angle 

dependence of showers, it was calculated that on average, the 

North facing antenna should be favoured by a factor of three 

over the South facing, for radio emission resulting from charge 

separation in the earth's magnetic field. 

A coincidence between two plastic scintillators 30m. 

apart, each set at a discrimination level of 300 particles m-2, 

was used to trigger the dual beaiA oscilloscope on which the 

detected outputs were displayed, giving a lower limit to the 

shower size of about 2.106, and a most probable value of 8.106. 

The output from the North channel was on average about 

two times that from the South channel, thus suggeSting that 

while the effect of the geomagnetic field is obviously important, 

it is not so completely dominant over other effects, such as the 

charge excess, as most theories have predicted. 

3.8 The First Experiment at  Haverah 'nark. 

The frequency chosen for the first radio experiment at 

Haverah Park was 60 MHz. (Allan and Jones, 1966; Jones 1967). 
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Some details of the particle detecting array are given in the 

next chapter. The antenna used was a broadband array of eight 

full-wave dipoles, with effective area 2 'Ax 2'>.. The signal was 

amplified by a preamplifier, and then by a main amplifier 

including a detector stage. 3efore displaying the output on an 

oscilloscope, in order to allow for the delay in the generating 

of the master trigger pulse from the particle detecting array, 

the signal was delayed by a 7.1 usec. length of Hackenthal HH 

1500A delay cable, whose poor frequency response, however, 

reduced the effective bandwidth of the system from 6 FllIz. to 

2 MHz.. Although this delay cable was later replaced by lengths 

of UR671  no useful results were obtained with the improved 

apparatus. 

During 390 hours of operation, about 600 showers were 

recorded, from which a radio pulse was observed in 29 events. 

Correlation was sought between the presence of a radio pulse 

and some parameter of the shower. The majority of radio showers 

fell less than 350m. from the aerial, and- there.  was also a 

preference for showers of size above 107  particles. Perhaps the 

most significant result was that the fractions of radio showers 

with zenith angle greater than and less than 300  were more or 

less equal. Since the antenna response had a null at 30° and a 

side lobe beyond this of maximum gain only 1/5 of the value of 

the main lobe at the zenith, this suggests that the number of 

radio pulses increased with increasing zenith angle. An 

analysis of the radio showers with respect to the azimuth angle, 
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showed that showers from the South quadrant had an average 

zenith angle of 48°, compared with 29° for the North quadrant. 

This was the kind of variation expected for geomagnetically-

induced radio pulses, but the number of showers in each group 

was very small, making any firm predictions dangerous. Jones 

also observes that there is a grouping of the showers to the 

East and West of the aerial, possibly indicating some degree of 

radial polarisation. 

An integral plot of the number of pulses against pulse 

amplitude gave an exponent of -3 ± 0.3, which was consistent 

with the radiation being partially coherent. 

3.9 	Comparison of ;aKperimental Results 

The exneriments described above have been carried out 

at various frequencies, mainly in the range 20 MHz. to 100 MHz. 

It is significant that at all these frequencies, it was possible 

to observe radio emission from J.A.8., though more evidence 

about its polarisation and other features was available from 

the experiments at the lower frequencies. The Jodrell Bank 

experiment failed to detect any radiation at 150 MHz., but as 

was indicated, this result may not be reliable, On the other 

hand, the Dublin group have observed radio pulses at 520 MHz., 

a very surprising resul. 

From several of the experiments, deductions concerning 

the radiation mechanism have been made, and thoy are here 

compared in order of decreasing frequency. The 60 iiHz. Haverah 

Park experiment with a single East-West orientated antenna 
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showed.. some weak evidence for both the geomagnetic charge 

separation, and the excess charge mechanisms. Two Jodrell Bank 

experiments at 44 MHz. designed to observe the charge separatioJ. 

mechanism, both gave inconclusive results. The 30 MHz. 

experiment at Moscow, with crossed dipoles, favoured the charge 

separation model, rather than the charge excess, in the majorii7,; 

of showers. In the 22 MHz. Calgary experiment, the charge 

separation effect was certainly found to be present, but was 

evidently not the only cause of the radiation. In the 20 MHz. 

experiment at Kharkov, the slight statistics were in favour of 

geomagnetically polarised radiation. The overall picture is 

that at the lower frequencies, geomagnetic charge separation 

seems to be the dominant mechanism, but at the higher 

frequencies, the mechanism is not clear. 

Only at Moscow were results on the lateral distribution: 

of the radiation available. These will be compared in the 

concluding chapter with the results from the present .davorah 

experiment. 

Other comparisons of rtls-ie experimental results are very 

difficult. It would be extremely useful to be able to compare 

the rates of detection of radio pulses in the various 

experiments at different frequencies. Unfortunately, this is 

made almost impossible by the variety of antennse employed, with 

different bandwidths and angular sensitivities, and by the 

different particle-detecting systems used to provide the: 

trigger pulses. 
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CHAFTZR FOUR 

HA-C1:RAH PARK EXP±!;RIMEETj AT 32 MHz. Aid) 44 MHz. 

4.1 	Introduction : Choice of  Frequency. 

In the original experiment at Haverah Park, described 

in the previous chapter, receiving equipment centered on 60 MHz, 

was used. This frequency was selected after considering severa] 

factors. The pioneer experiment at Jodrell Bank had shown that 

pulses were observable at 44 MHz.. If the radiation was indeed. 

Cerenkov in character, (Askaryan's ideas were still LAportant 

at that time), then the radio power, and also the rate of 

detection of events, would be expected to increase with 

increasing frequency. Also the galactic noise background is 

known to decrease with increasing frequency. On the other hand, 

the finite shower front thickness, usually taken to be about 2m.. 

would cause decoherence above a maximum frequency of about 

75 MHz.. A search with rather insensitive equipment revealed 

that 24—hour operation should have been possible using a centre 

frequency of 60 MHz. with a bandwidth of up to 10 MHz.. However 

this depended on filtering out a B.E.C. television signal at 

56.75 MHz., which later proved to be impracticable, and 

operation was only feasible for 0 hours per day. 

At first sight, the results from the 60 MHz. work were 

not especially encouraging. Pulses were observed with only 5% 

of all showers, and the pulses themselves were never lamer than 

a few times the galactic background noise. On the other hand, 
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505'3 of the pulses had come from showers with zenith angle 

greater than 30°, whereas the aerial polar diagram showed a 

null at 30°, and only a small side lobe beyond this. This  

suggested that more pulses should be observed with an aerial 

whose polar diagram did not fall off so quickly from the zenith. 

The ideal aerial would be one with an angular sensitivity 

isotropic with both zenith and azimuth directions. 

Accordingly, the design and construction of a new 

detecting system were undertaken. The 60 MHz. experiment had 

not provided any information on the colarisation of the pulses 

observed. The lateral distribution of the radio emission was.  

another property of interest, and so the system planned was the 

three 'boxing-ring' sites, described in detail in section 4.3. 

Initially it was decided to continue recording at 

60 MHz.. During the time that the new apparatus was being set 

up, however, theoretical sug7;estions indicated that lower 

frequencies would be more LA-eortant in the radio emission from 

showers. (Colgate 1967, Allan 1967. Also the results from 

Moscow, in which a considerable number of showers gave pulses 

at 30 MHz., convinced us that the time lost in changing the 

frequency of our equipment would be more than compensated by 

the increased detecting rate. Below 30 MHz., man-made 

interference makes recording im-eossible, but a scan with an 

audio-receiver revealed minimum interference around 32 Miz.. 

However, vien a new system was set up at this frequency, the 

background noise was found to be in fact many  times that 
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expected for the galactic emission, and also it fluctuated 

wildly. It was evidently hopeless to attempt to record pulses 

above this noise, and so the frequency of two channels was 

changed to 44 NHz., the choice in the first experizaent at 

Jodrell Bank. It was realised that recording would only be 

possible for eight hours during the night, due to 3.3. C. 

television interference during the day,but at least the night 

background seemed reasonably quiet and uniform. Since recording 

at 30 NHz. had evidently been possible at Noscow, a 32 NHz. 

channel was retained in order to study the noise problem. 

4.2 	The Haverah Park ?'article Detector Arrai. 

The present experiment was carried out at the site of 

the Haverah Park 	Array (Tennent 1957). 13efore going on 

to give the details of the radio receiving equipment, the main 

features of the array will be described. A plan of the array is 

given in fig. 4.1, and also indicated are the aerial sites 

eventually chosen (see section 4.3). The main array detectors 

are arranged in a l--shape, the outer detectors being 500m. from 

the central detector. This simple layout has the advantage that, 

for showers in which the response in the central detector is the 

largest, the collecting area is well defined and is the triangle 

in fig. 4.1. In each hut are situated water Cerenkov tanks, of 

total area 34m.2, and depth 120 ems.. 

The arra7 triggers whenever the central detector and 

two of the outer detectors, each record, in coincidence, a pulse 
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produced by an energy loss in the detector of not less than 2.2 

GeV (equivalent to the passage of about 10 relativistic muons). 

A trigger pulse is available for subsidiary experiments, such as 

the radio experiment, whose observations can thus be correlated 

with the main array data. About 40 events are recorded per day;  

and they are analysed by the Leeds University Cosmic 2ay Group. 

Parameters evaluated for each shower include the zenith and 

azimuth arrival directions of the shower axis, the position on 

the ground of the axis with respect to the array co-ordinates, 

and the so-called Eioo, the estimated energy which would be lost 

by the shower in traversing an annular ring of water 120 cms. 

deep extending from 100m. to 1000m. from the core. 

The principal merit of Eioo is that it is a quantity 

which is close to what is actually measured in the detectors. 

However, it is thought that the radio emission originates close 

to the shower maximum, and so it is the primary energy 4, which  

effectively determines the maximum shower size, which is 

expected to be related to the amount of radio emission. An 

estimate of Ep can be made using the method of Reid and Watson 

(1967). A vertical equivalent size Vioo is assigned to the 

shower, defined as the value of Eioo which would have been 

measured had the shower arrived vertically, the correcting 

factor dependinL; only on the zenith angle. fnen the primary 

energy is iven roughly by 140 Vioo, though the value of 140 is 

open to some doubt, and probably slowly changes with Eioo as 

0 Eioo °-. Also the energy loss observed at sea level can vary 
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greatly depending on fluctuations in the development of the 

shower, and so it is unwise to place too much reliance on 

individual values of -2,p. 

A consequence of the array triggering requirements is 

that there are three areas, around the vortices of the 

collecting triangle, whore relatively small showers can fall 

and trigger the array. In fact, about 80 of all showers 

triggering the array fall in these three 'clover leaves' (see 

fig.4.1): this high percentage is a consequence of the steep 

primary energy spectrum. This was an important factor to take 

into account when choosing the sites for the aerials. 

4.3 	The Aerial Sites. 

It was mentioned in se.tion 4.1 that three aerial 

sites were originally planned. The positions .:hich were 

eventually decided upon are shown in fig.4.1. Again several 

factors had to be taken into account when choosing thesu Sites. 

The previous experiment at 60 NEfz. had revealed that 

the majority of radio showers Noll closer than 350m. from the 

aerial. Thus since we hoped to measure the lateral distribution 

of the radio emission with the new system, it seemed sensible to 

position the aerials close to one of the 'clover-leaf' areas, so 

that a sizeable fraction of the showers trierin the array 

would be falling close to all three aerials. The actual sites 

chosen were preferred to the two other possibilities, as they 

wore close to the tarmac road leading to the centre hut, thus 

making installation and maintenance easier: also they wore 
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fairly remote from the overhead mains cables which lead to the 

central hut. The distances of these sites from the central hut, 

(they lay along the hut 2--hut 1 line) were respectively 30m., 

210m., and 340m.. 

A ring of steel poles was erected at each site, from 

which the aerials were supported, and three cables were laid 

underground from each site to hut 13 where most of the recording 

equipment was to be installed. (Hut 13 was one of the huts 

housing, the detectors of a 50m. array, which has now been 

dismantled). Two of 

radio signal, while 

preamplifiers which 

Two pairs of di solos were set 

in a 'boxing-ring' fashion so that one 

(magnetic) North-South direction, and 

up at each site, arranged 

pair was aligned in the 

the other East-West. The 

signal from each pair of 

the other by 0.5 )isec. by 

the cables were lengths of UR67 to carry the 

the other was U2,39 to take L.T. out to 

were to amplify the signals from the aerials: 

having different lengths of UR67 to hut 13, and then mix the two 

signals before final amplification and display on an 

oscilloscope. Thus we would have available, on three separate 

oscilloscopes, three pairs of signals, which would provide 

information on both the polarisation, and the lateral 

distribution, of the radio emission. 

however, as was explained in section 4.1, difficulties 

in choosing a suitable frequency eventually led to our using 

equipment at two frequencies, 32 NHz. and /11! NHz.. It now 
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seemed that the most important measurement we could make was to 

determine the polarisation of the radiation at 44 MHz.. So two 

independent 44 MHz. channels were set up from the two pairs of 

aerials at site A. The East-West pair of 32 MHz. aerials at 

site B constituted the third channel, and for the time being 

the remote site C was not used. 

4.4 Aerial Design. 

From the original Haverah mark experiment it was clear 

that an aerial system wit:A a relatively isotropic response was 

desirable in order to increase the possibility of detecting 

pulses from showers at large zenith angles. Also however the 

gain of the aerial should be as high as possible for maximum 

sensitivity. The compromise we decided upon was two folded 

half-wave dipoles separated by half a wavelength and coupled in 

phase to give maximum sensitivity at the zenith. The dipoles 

were supported one quarter of a wavelength above the ground, 

and the calculation of the polar diagram is now described. 

The performance of a receiving aerial system is related 

to its performance in transmission. For a given direction, onl,T 

that component of the incoming radiation with the same 

polarisation as is produced in transmission can be detected. 

The relative efficiency of detection of this component is given 

by the aerial polar diagram. A full calculation for the aerials 

used in the experiment would be somewhat lengthy, and so the 

following approximate method was used. 

Each folded half-wave dipole was treated as an 
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infinitesimal Hertzian dipole: thus its sensitivity in free 

space for reception was assumed to be proportional to the 

component of the incident electric vector parallel to the 

dipole. In this way one arrives at the well-known sinA 

expression (see fig.4.2). The true polar diagram for a half-

wave dipole in free space is in fact given by cos(-, cos A)/sinA 

but as is shown in fig.4.2 this does not differ by more than 

10 from the sinA dependence for any angle. 

Now we must take account of the presence of the second 

aerial, and also the effect of the conducting ground. Using the 

well-known method of images, the calculation is done in two 

staes. Consider first a single short dipole at height h above 

a perfectly conducting ground (see fig.4.3). 4e can replace the 

effect of reflection from the ground by an image dipole with 

current equal in magnitude but of opposite phase: this condition 

is necessary in order to satisfy the boundary condition that the 

tangential com:eonent of the electric field should vanish along 

the surface of the perfect conductor. Then the time difference 

between a plane wave front reaching the two dipoles is 2hcos9, 

which, since the dipoles are out of prase, gives a phase factor 

of sin(2rThcos9/i,) and since h = V4, this becomes sin(2ces.G), 

Now to find the effect of the second dipole at 

distance d, we must work out the phase relationship between the 

two real dipoles. If the dipoles are orientated East-est, 

then one is situated North with respect to the other. _Ohs,  time 

difference between a plane Ywo'froet- inaching-the two' is then 
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given by (d cos 9f sineo), and the phase factor, since the two are 

in phase, is given by: cos(Ttd cos 0 sine/\) and since d = V2 

this becomes: cos(ri-cos sin(4). 2 

Thus the complete expression which takes account of the 

phase differences between two infinitesimal dipoles above a 

perfectly conducting earth is, for an East-,aest orientatedaLri .  

cos (121  cos 0 sin GO 	sin(2 cos 0). 

The polar diagram for transmission for the aerial 

system as a whole will be this expression multiplied by sine 

which in terms of g and 0 is given by (1 -sin20sin2  9)1. 

Thus the approximate transmission polar diagram is given by 

cos(112  cos0 sin G-). sinji cos e). 	- sin.20 sin2G52 . 2 
This expression is shown in fiL;.4.4. The plot with the azimuth 

angle shows that the response is almost isotropic for this 

variable. The response falls off with zenith angle so that at 

45°  the sensitivity is about 0.5 of its value at the zenith. Oz. 

the other hand, the response does not change rapidly with zenith 

angle, so that an error in the calculated arrival direction of 

the shower will not lead to a large error in the assumed aerial 

sensitivity. 

Another arrangement which we considered was to couple 

the two dipoles out of phase. At first sight this was an 

attractive idea, since, as is seen in fig.k.5, the variation 

with zenith for a fixed azimuth shows a maximum at 45°. This 

sensitivity variation is not markedly different from that of the 

particle detecting array, which has a maximum at 34°. However, 
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the variation with zenith angle is fairly rapid, so that any 

error in the calculated arrival direction could lead to a large 

error in the aerial response. Also, the response with azimuth 

is extremely non-isotropic. There was also a practical 

difficulty which ruled out the possibility of using this 

arrangement. This was the considerable cross-talk which would 

occur between the two pairs of dipoles in the 'boxing ring'. 

Using one pair of dipoles as a transmitter, it was found that 

20 of the signal strength was picked up by the other pair. 

The same experiment repeated with each pair connected in phase 

showed a factor of less than 22% 

In deriving the above formulae, we have approximated 

the ground to being a perfectly conducting surface. The moor 

over which the aerials were supported was generally wet, and 

even when water was not actually lying on the surface, the soil 

beneath was always very damp. Since water is a cod conductor 

at radio frequencies, it is reasonable to assume that the 

conducting properties of the ground did not change much from 

day to day or from season to season. 

The physical dimensions of the aerials were calculated 

using radio engineering tables (Jasik, 196'). The resonant 

frequencies of the erected dipoles were measured using a radio 

frequency bridge, and found to be almost exactly the values 

expected for the given dimensions. The impedance was found to 

vary by not more than 20 over the frequency range equal to the 

bandwidth of the receiving system. 
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4.5 	The Receiving System. 

The theoretical impedance of a folded half-wave 

dipole is about 300 ohms, and so in order to match into a feeder 

cable of characteristic impedance 70 ohms, a Balun 4:1 step-

down transformer was connected across the aerial terminals. 

Equal lengths of U143 from each dipole led to a preamplifier 

which was placed underneath an upturned plastic bucket at the 

centre of the 'boxing-ring'. The two cables in parallel • 

presented an effective impedance of 35 ohms, which was a 

reasonable match to the preamplifier input of 50 ohms. 

A block diagram of the complete recording system is 

shown in fig.4.6. For the two 44 MHz. channels, preamplifiers 

of different gains were used to compensate for the difference 

in attenuation between the two lengths of cable leading to the 

recording hut. These different lengths were to introduce a 

time delay of 0.5 usec. had we decided to mix the two channels 

as originally planned. 

The master trigger pulse from the main array may be 

generated by the coincidence circuit up to 4 usecs. after the 

passing of the shower front through the central particle 

detector. Because of this it was necessary to introduce a dela. 

in each radio channel to ensure that the pulse would always be 

on the oscilloscope time-base. It had been found in the 

original Haverah lark experiment that the poor frequency 

response of the Hackenthal HH 1500A delay cable used had 

severely cut down the bandwidth of the system. So it was 
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decided to use instead UR67 cable, and in order to obtain the 

4.5,usec. delay thought necessary, 1000 yds. for each channel 

were installed in hut 13. Since the attenuation of this cable 

at radio frequencies was considerable (about 35 .db, for the 

1000 yds. at /1/1 MHz.) it was necessary to include in each 

channel one or more booster amplifiers in order to keep the 

signal above noise. The main amplifier in each channel had a 

variable gain of up to 75 db., aad included a detector stage 

before the final output, which was fed to a Tektronix 

oscilloscope. 

The amplifiers were made by Decca "Radar Ltd., standard 

models retuned to our required frequencies. The detector stage 

was linear over only a small voltage range, so that the gain 

adjustment in each channel was highly critical. As it turned 

out, the 44 MHz. channels wore quite well adjusted, so that 

most of the pulses corresponded to the linear range, but the 

32 MHz. channel proved to be well off the linear range, making 

pulse amplitude comparisons impossible. 

The three oscilloscopes displaying the signals from 

the three channels were viewed simultaneously by a single 

camera using a mirror device. Whenever a master trigger pulse 

arrived from the central hut, the oscilloscopes were triggered,  

and lights illuminating the number register were flashed. Some 

three seconds later, the camera, which was used without a 

shutter, was automatically wound on ready for the next event. 

The number register, which was used to correlate radio events 
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with those of the main array, was moved on once every half 

minute by a pulse from a master clock in the central hut. 

A second detector stage made possible the measuring of 

the d.c. current in each main amplifier. The outputs from the 

32 FIHz. channel, and one of the 44 MHz. channels, were 

continuously monitored using a dual-trace Hustrak chart recoreLor.  

This was found to be very useful in determining the source of 

the noise at 32 NEz.. 

4.6 	Calibration Procedure. 

In order to find out the correspondence between the 

voltage of a pulse across the aerial, and the amplitude actually 

recorded on the oscilloscope, the following calibration 

procedure was carried out for each channel. A pulse modulated 

signal at the resonant radio frequency was applied to the 

appropriate preamplifier input. After passing through all the 

normal cables and amplifiers, the output from the main 

amplifier was measured on an oscilloscope. Thus we measured the 

gain of the channel from the preamplifier input to the final 

output, whereas we would have liked to know the effect of a 

pulse of a certain amplitude across the aerial. However, this 

was impossible to simulate, so it was necessary to make the 

approximation that the input voltage at the preamplifier was 

equal to the voltage across the aerial. 

Using this arrangement we were able to measure the variation 

of Gain with input voltage by varying the voltage output of the 

signal generator. Also by varying the radio frequency, the 
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bandwidth pf the system was measured. The bandwidths of the 

two 44 MHz. channels were both 4 MHz., and that of the 32 MHz. 

channel was 3 MHz.. The theoretical bandwidths of the aerials 

used were greater than these, and were confirmed by measurements 

with the radio frequency impedance bridge. 

4.7 	The Timing System. 

In order to facilitate the identifaction of genuine, 

shower-associated radio :pulses, an accurate timing system was 

used. A block diagram of the so-called 'Z-modulation unit' is 

shown in fig.4.7. 

Whenever a master trigger pulse arrived, a negative 

40V. pulse about 100 usecs. long was generated. An output was 

also available direct from 4 of the 16 tanks in the central hut, 

and this was fed through a discriminator. Whenever a pulse 

large enough to overcome the discrimination level occurred, a 

blocking oscillator was fired, causing a 40V. positive spike 

about 1 ,usec. long to be produced with a very sharp leading 

edge. After being delayed for about 7;usecs. this was super-

imposed on the 100 usec. negative pulse. The brightness control 

on the oscilloscope was turned down, and the output from the 

'Z-modulation unit' applied to the cathode. The result was that 

each time the oscilloscope was triered, the trace brightened 

up along its whole length, except for a usec. blanking pulse 

at a position related to the arrival time of the particles into 

the hut 1 detector. 

Since the :particles in the shower travel at almost the 
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speed of light, for a shower arriving vertically, the shower 

front and the radio emission should arrive aLlost simultaneous3T, 

Thus for a vertical shower the blanking pulse should always 

occur at a definite time after the radio pulse, the time 

difference depending on the relative cable and electronic delay 

in the two channels. This difference was measured for each 

channel by simultaneously injecting signals into the cable 

carrying the output from the four hut 1 tanks, and the cable 

leading from the preamplifier. It was necessary to remove the 

amplifiers in the radio channel while this was being done, but 

it was assumed that the delay in them would be negligible. 

Having in effect measured the expected time difference 

between the radio pulse and the blanking pulse for a vertical 

shower, it was easy to apply a correction for an inclined 

shower. If r is the distance of the aerial from hut 1, and 

and 0 the zenith and azimuth angles of the shower axis, then the 

correction is: dt = -r sin 9 cos( 0 a) / 300 usecs. 

where a is the angle between the hut 1 - hut 2 line, and the 

direction from which 0 is measured. :iYor high zenith angle 

showers this can give a correction of up to 0.7 ,nsec. for the 

32 11Hz. aerial site 

The above calculation assumes that the shower front is 

a plane, whereas in fact it is known to be convex. However, the 

error introduced is less than the smallest time difference whicI 

could be resolved on the oscillosco - (about 0.1 usec. for a 

10 ..secs. time base), and so it was ignored. 
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The pulse from the central particle detector was taken 

from only 4 of the 16 Cerenkov tanks. As a result, due to 

fluctuations in the distribution of particles in the 16 tanks, 

about 20' of showers did not produce a hut 1 pulse large enough 

to overcome our discriminator, and these were therefore not 

suitable for analysis. However, in the other 80 , a reliable 

time marker was available so that genuine events could with 

confidence be distinguished from spurious pulses. 

4.8 	Iulse Identification. 

At 44 MHz., recording between 08.00 hours and midnight 

was impossible due to the proximity of a Y3.3. C. television 

transmitter. During the eight quiet hours of the night, the 

background against which pulses were observed consisted 

typically of an occasional small spike superimposed on a lower 

noise level, which corresponded to a voltage at the preamplifier 

input of about 20 _11.V.. No pulse was accepted as a genuine, 

shower associated event, unless it occurred at the predicted 

time, within a maximum error of 100 ;.secs.. Also the pulse was 

discarded if a larger pulse occurred elsewhere on the trace. 

Occasionally, large pulses were observed at other points on the 

time base, and there is obviously a chance that some of the 

pulses occurring at the expected time were not genuine events. 

Considering the number of pulses observed, and the precision of 

the timing system, it is estimated that the number of such 

events is less than 5. 
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At 32 MHz., the noise problem was somewhat different. 

When recording commenced, in the summer of 1967, the noise was 

excessive for most of the 24 hours. Only for two or three hours 

during the night did the noise level fall and remain constant. 

However, the shortening of the days corresponded to a lengthen-

ing in. this quiet period, until in December and January, the 

background was quiet for more than 12 hours per day. It 

certainly appeared that the length of the noisy period depended 

on the number of hours of daylight: this was probably some 

effect connected with the ionosphere. Had this been realised 

beforehand, we would almost certainly have operated a second 

32 MHz. channel throup:hout the winter. During the quiet period, 

the background noise consisted of a series of small pulses, 

exactly the appearance ono would expect for random noise. This 

background imposed a threshold for detection of pulses at about 

35 )IV.. 

Whereas the radio pulses observed at 44 MHz. varied in 

amplitude up to about 100 ZiV., it bec.me evident on analysis 

that the 32 MHz. system was saturating at an input voltage only 

two or three times the back round noise, despite the precautions 

taken. However, we were fortunately still able to measure 

fairly accurately the background noise voltaL.;e which imposed the 

threshold for detection. Thus no useful information could be 

gained about the 32 MHz. pulse amplitudes: only the presence or 

absence of a radio pulse above a known tiireshold could be 

established. 
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CHAPTER  

	 R,AULT 

5.1 	Introduction  

First of all, a few facts and figures are presented. 

Observations were mad during the winter of 1967-8 at two 

frequencies: at 44 MHz. two channels were available, with 

aerials orientated both 3ast-est and north-South, while at 

32 MHz. there was, unfortunately, only one charinel, with the 

aerial orientated .East-W2st. Altogether 725 showers were 

eventually found suitable for analysis with the 44 MHz. data, 

and with 95 of these an associated radio pulse was observed on 

one or both of the channels. The numbers on the two channels 

were very nearly equal; 60 on the j_ast-West, and 64 on the : 

North-South.. At 32 MHz., out of 1010 observed showers, 100 had 

an associated radio pulse, on the single East-West channel. 

Since, as was mentioned in the previous chapter, the 

pulse amplitudes measured are not too reliable, whereas the 

thresholds for detection are known with confidence, the method 

of analysis has been to divide showers into two categories; 

those that give a radio pulse, and those that do not. The two 

categories have then been compared to find out any correlations 

with other parameters of the showers as measured by the particle 

detecting array. from the particle array data, deductions can 

also be made concerning the polarisation mechanism. It is very 

useful to be able to compare the results at the two frequencies, 

particularly with regard to the rate of detection of radio 
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events, and the' polarisation of the radiation. 

5.2 Dependence on the Perpendicular Distance R -Between the  

Aerial and the shower Core. 

2or each shower the perpendicular distance R between 

the shower core and the aerial was calculated for each of the 

two aerial sites. If L is the horizontal distance on the 

ground between the position of the core and the aerial, then 

the required distance in the plane of the shower front is given 

by: 

R = L(1-singe cos2(0-14.W (see !Ippendix) 

Fig. 5.1 shows the distributions in R for all showers 

for the two aerial sites: also indicated are the distributions 

of showers with which a radio pulse was observed on the East-

West aerial at either frequency. It will be noticed that the 

distributions for all showers are very different for the two 

aerial sites. In particular, the number of showers falling 

within lCOm. of the 32 'MHz. aerial was 140 compared with only 

37 for the 	 MHz. aerial. This was a consequence of the 

triggering bias of the particle-detecting array: the 32 MHz. 

aerial was situated close to the centre of one of the "clover 

leaves", while the 44 MHz. aerial was rather nearer to the 

centre of the array. Thus most of the showers falling within 

100m, of the 32 Mhz. aerial were probably small showers just 

large enough to meet the array triggering requirements, but 

perhaps not large 6tbugh to produce a detectable radio pulse. 

It is only for the highest energy showers that this triggering 
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bias does not exist. Thus in order to compare the distributions 

with 2 of radio showers at the two frequencies, only the 10 of 

showers with the highest energies should be considered. In fig, 

5.2 the distributions with are given for 411 showers,'and for 

radio showers, with Ap greater than 5.10170V. 

It will be noticed from fig.5.l that the distributions 

of radio showers for showers of all energies are very similar at 

the two frequencies, the majority of radio showers falling 

within 300m. of the aerial. However, as was stated above, a 

comparison between the two frequencies is only really meaningful 

for the highest ever; y showers. 1?rom fig. 5.2 it is found that 

at both frequencies about 	of the high energy showers have an 

associated radio pulse. However, since the threshold for 

detection of radio pulses was higher at 52 MHz. than at 44 MHz., 

it can be concluded that the radiation falls off slightly at the 

higher freauencjr. ii more detailed discussion of the relative 

radio emission at the two frequencies is given at the end of 

this chapter. Tiic overall distributions in fig.5.2 show that the 

average shower distance is the same to each aerial site, about 

450m.. However, the radio events at 32 111:1z. are recordeC, at 

rather 1 rer distancs, 	to 650m., than are the 44 Mhz. event-. 

for which 450M. is the maximum observed distance. although the 

statistics are poor, this is some evidence for the lower 

frequency component extendin further out from the shower core. 

It is of interest to know which showers produced a 

detectable radio pulse at 32 =z. at large distances from the 
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shower core. It was noticed, on casual inspection of the data, 

that these showers tended to arrive at large zenith angles. A 

more systematic approach was adopted, in which the radio showers 

were separated into four zenith angle ranges. It was assumed 

that the radio amplitude should depend on the shower size, and 

therefore the primary energy, and so to make allowance for the 

fact that the response of the aerial falls off with increasing 

zenith angle, correspondingly higher ranges of Ep were taken. 

The variation in the mean level of R in the four zenith angle 

ranges is given in fig. 5.3, and it is seen that showers 

producing radio pulses at large distances from the core also 

have, on average, larger zenith angles. This can be interpreted 

in the following way: showers which are highly inclined to the 

zenith will reach their maximum development at greater distances 

from the aerial, than will vertical showers, and thus one might 

expect, from simple geometric considerations, that their 

radio emission would have a',.ceater lateral spread on the ground 

5.3 	Dependence on the l'rimary :J]nergy 

Since, on average, the larger showers detected by the 

Haverah Park array tend to fall further from the aerials, than 

do the smaller ones, one must choose a definite range of R in 

order to make meaningful any comparison with the primary energy. 

In fig. 5.4 only those showers falling closer than 200m. to the 

aerial are considered in determining the distribution of radio 

showers as a function of '4. 

It is immediately noticeable that at both frequencies, the 
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radio showers tend to be those with high primary energy. There 

are very few radio showers with Ep less than 1017eV. From the 

32 MHz. data, for showers with 	greater than 2.1017eV., some 

40;:. have an associated radio pulse. It would be interesting to 

find out the reason for a radio pulse not being observed with 

the other 6(.:;% In fig. 5.5, these 60 showers, with 4 greater 

than 2.10170V. and less than 200m., are plotted to show their 

zenith angle distribution. Host of the showers which do not 

produce a radio pulse originate at high zenith angles, and this 

is consistent with the explanation that the polar diagram of the 

aerial is falling off with increasing zenith angle. However, 

even for the 40 showers in this category which have H less than 

500, only 	have an associated radio pulse. A plot of these 

40 showers with their azimuth anles (fig. 5.6) reveals that 

the radio showers have a definite tendency to come from the 

North rather than the 6outh. 	will be discussed in a later 

section, 5.5, this iorth-6outh asymmetry is of great importance 

in establishing the radiation mechanism. 

44 NEz., a radio pulse was observed on either or 

both channels, with 60 of the 48 showers having 	greater 

than 2.1017eV. and falling within 200m. of the aerial. They 

were analysed in a similar way to the 32 MHz. events, and again 

it was found that those showers without an associated radio 

pulse arrived mainly at high zenith angles. However, no 

pronounced asymmetry in the azimuth distribution, as at 32 MHz., 

was observed, even when the radio events we 	split up into 
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those on the East-West aerial, and those on the North-South. 

One curious feature of the '!f! MHz. results for this 

class of showers was that the number of radio events recorded 

on each channel was appreciably different: 27 were observed on 

the North-South channel, but only 13 on the last-Vest, whereas 

for all showers the numbers of events on the two channels were 

equal. The probability that this was a random fluctuation is 

only about 1.7%, and I am unable to explain the result. 

5.4 Dependence on Zenith Angle. 

Any dependence on primary energy should also show up 

in a zenith angle distribution, since for the same E.2Do'atsea 

level, a shower of higher zenith angle will have been caused 

by a primary of higher 4. However, other factors are likely 

to affect the zenith angle distribution. For instance, if 

charge separation is indeed the dominant mechanism, then one 

would expect more radio emission from showers making large 

angles with the geomagnetic field, and since the field is nearly 

vertical, this means showers with larse zenith angles. On the 

other hand, there is also the polar diagram to take into 

account: for observing the radio emission, low zenith angles 

will be preferred. 

In fig. 5.7 are plotted the distributions with zenith 

angle for the two frequencies. The radio showers at 44 MHz. 

include those with pulses on either or both channels. There is 

a definite tendency for the 44MHz. radio showers to be at high 

zenith angles, but at 32 MHz. the distribution for the radio 
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showers is not very different from the overall distribution. In 

fact; a chi - square test to decide the probability of the 

radio distribution being a random sample of the overall 

distribution, above and below 40°, gives e chance of less than 

0.l at 44 MHz., but about 30 at 32 MHz. Taking the 44MHz. 

distribution for the East-West channel only, still gives a 

probability of 0.1%. 

Considering that the polar diagram response of the 

aerial at a zenith angle of 40° is about 0.6 of its value at 

the zenith, it may be concluded that for all showers, there is 

more radio emission from high zenith angle showers, especially 

at 44 MHz. This may seem to contradict the conclusion of 

section 5.3, where it was observed that for showers of energy 

greater than 2.1017eV., and falling within 200m. of the aerial, 

high zenith angle showers tended not to give a detectable radio 

pulse. The most probable explanation is that, in general, high 

zenith angle showers give more radio emission, as they tend to 

originate from higher energy primaries. For showers in a 

certain energy range, however, the aerial is more effective for 

detecting radio emission from showers which arrive from 

directions close to the zenith. 

5.5 Dependence on Azimuth Anpae. 

The distribution of radio showers with azimuth angle, 

should show up, on an aerial of a particular orientation, any 

dominant process in the mechanism of radiation. In particular, 

for an aerial orientated East-West, for "vertical' polarisation 
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we should observe a preponderance of showers from the East and 

West: for unpolarised radiation, there should be more from the 

North and South, while for geomagnetic deflection, there should 

be a strong preponderance from the North only. On the other hand, 

for an aerial orientated North-South, the "vertical" 

polarisation would give more radio showers from the North and 

South, while for both unpolarised, and geomagnetically induced 

radiation, more would be expected from the East and West. It is 

more difficult to make predictions for radial polarisation, as 

this also depends on the bearing, from the aerial, of the point 

of impact of the shower on the ground. 

The Haverah Park 500m. array particle detectors lie in 

a plane which is not quite horizontal, but is tilted about 20  

roughly towards the North. This is sufficient to cause a slight 

excess of showers recorded from the South over the North. As is 

shown in fig. 5.8, the minimum in the overall distribution 

occurs at about 200  East of magnetic North. The distributions 

in azimuth for the three channels are also given in fig. 5.8. 

Taking the 32 MHz. channel first, there is a pronounced tendency 

for the radio showers to come from the North; comparing the 

numbers from the Northern half of the sky to those from the 

Southern half, the ratio is 73 : 27. This extreme anisotropy 

can only be caused by one mechanism, namely geomagnetic charge 

separation. 

Now consider the 44 MHz. results; the azimuth 

distributions are given in fig. 5, for the two aerial 
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directions. On the East-West aerial, the L-orth to South ratio 

is 33 : 27, but even allowing for the slight anisotropy for all 

showers, there is still a 25 chance that this effect is due to 

a random fluctuation. For this aerial there is no difference 

in the number of showers observed from the North and South 

quadrants, as opposed to the East and West quadrants. On the 

North-South orientated aerial, however, there is a definite 

majority of showers observed from the East and West, rather 

than from the North and South. The ratio is 39 : 25, and the 

chance of this being a random fluctuation is only 70. 

These 44 MHz. results ar.J rather difficult to interpret. 

In view of the observed anisotropy on the North-South aerial, we 

can effectively rule out vertical polarisation, which predicts a 

preponderance the other way. Either geomagnetically induced, or 

unpolarised radiation, would cause the effect observed. 

Unpplarised 174iation should give a similar asymmetry on the 

East-West aerial, for which, however, the numbers are almost 

equal. The only asymmetry on the East-West aerial is the slight 

preponderance of showers from the North rather than the South. 

From this we can conclude that the radiation at 44 MHz. is to 

some extent caused by charge separation in the geomagnetic field, 

but that this mechanism is not nearly so dominant as at 32 MHz.. 

It is possible to check these conclusions regarding the 

radiation mechanism, by plotting the distribution of the angle 

between the shower axis and the geomagnetic field. If charge 

separation is the dominant mechanism, then we should expect the 
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radio showers to make relatively high angles with the field 

direction. 

Over all showers, the avera.e angle made with the field 

direction is 38°. The average for the 32 MHz. radio showers is 

46.5°, while at 44 MHz. the average for both channels together 

is 420. However, one must be cautious in drawing conclusions 

from these figures, since we have already found in section 5.4 

that radio showers tend to come from high zenith angles, which 

itself implies high angles with the earth's field. The mean 

zenith angle for all showers is 340, and for the 32 MHz. and 

44 MHz. radio showers, the averages are 36°  and 38°  respectively.  

From this we can conclude that the mean angle with the earth's 

field is significantly higher for 32 MHz. radio showers than the 

average over all showers, and this strongly supports the geo-

magnetic charge separation theory at this frequency. But at 

44 MHz. the higher mean angle with the field is not significant 

at all. 

5.7 Dependence on the Bearing of the Core Position 
from the Aerial. 

So far we have not considered the excess charge 

mechanism suggested by Askaryan, which gives rise to radial 

polarisation. Apart from comparing the observed pulses on the 

North-South and East-West aerials, with the ratio expected uncle]: 

this model, the most direct method of analysis seems to be to 

look at the distribution of positions where the shower axis 

meets the .round. If the radiation is radially polarised then 
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for the East-West aerial there should be a clustering of showers 

to the East and West, while for the Forth-South aerial the 

clustering should be to the North and South. In fact it is 

simpler to plot the bearing (East of Magnetic North) of the core 

position from the aerial. 

On the Haverah Park array, the bias introduced by the 

triggering requiremunt causes.  the majority of Showers observdd 

to fall in the three "clover leaves". The distribution in the 

bearing therefore shows strong peaks in the directions towards 

these preferred areas. Because of this it will be difficult to 

draw any conclusions from the bearing distribution for a single 

dipole. However, if the ratios of the number of showers from 

the North and South quadrants, to the number from the East and 

West quadrants, are compared for the North-South and East-West 

aerials, then we should expect a difference if radial 

polarisation is present. The numbers actually observed for the 

two 44 MHz. channels are: 

Aerial orientation Forth East South West 

North-South 13 17 25 10 

East-West 16 12 20 12 

Now if radial polarisation is present, then we should 

expect the (North+South) : Oast+Idest) ratio to be higher for 

the North-South aerial than for the East-West aerial. In fact 

the ratios are respectively 38 : 27 = 1.4 : 1, and 36 : 24 = 

1.5 : 1. With the nuZbers involved these two ratios are 

virtually equal, so it seems that this test eliminates the 
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possibility of the 44 MHz. radiation being radially polarised. 

5.3 Duendence on the Pulse Height Predicted by the Various 
-- ModelS. 

There remains one more method by which the data can be 

analysed in an attempt to establish the radiation mechanism. 

This is to compute, for each shower, from the arrival direction 

and core position relative to the aerial, the expected component 

of the polarisation vector in the aerial direction for each of 

the four radiation mechanisms we have considered. To this 

component must be applied the phase correction terms calculated 

in section 4.4. If the range of distances from aerial to core 

is now restricted, in this case to 300 m., on multiplying 

further by the primary energy, one obtains an estimate, in 

aibitra,y units, of the pulse height expected for each shower, 

for each of the four models. 

Histograms plotted for the four models should indicate 

the model responsible for the radiation, for there should be a 

strong peaking of the radio showers towards the higher 

predicted pulse heights. however, each model would be expected 

to show some preference for higher predicted pulse heights, 

since, as has already been shown, there is a preference for 

higher primary energies. It should be pointed out that for the 

three polarisation predictions geomagnetic, radial, and 

vertical, it is reasonable to assume that the radiation would 

be coherent, and should therefore depend linearly on the number 

of particles in the shower. Zowever, if the radiation is 
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unpolarised, then it must also be incoherent, and would be 

expected to depend on the square root of the number of particles 
I 

and therefore on (Ep)2. It is not clear how this will affect the 

results. 

Rather than present all the histograms, a simple 

numerical method has been used to examine the data. For each 

model, the numbers of radio showers with predicted pulse height 

greater than, and less than, the median value have been found. 

For the 32 P1Hz. radio emission, which other methods of 

analysis have shown to be geomagnetically induced, the results 

for the 83 radio showers falling within 300m. of the aerial, 

are as follows: 

Polarisation model --Median iiedian 

Geomagnetic 71 12 

Radial 54 29 

Vertical 46 37 

Unpolarised 56 27 

As with the other methods of analysis, this method 

clearly indicates that geomagnetic deflection is the dominant 

mechanism at 32 MHz.. However, it is also interesting to 

consider the numbers for the other three models. The data seer:  

slightly to favour radially polarised, or unpolarised, rather 

than vertically polarised radiation. One explanation for this 

is that the radio showers arrive mainly from the Northern 

quadrant, while for the vertical -oolarisation model, showers 

from the North would give a larger pulse in the 1.':orth-South, 
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rather than the East-'dest direction. Using the same argument, 

however, one might have expected an apparent preference for the 

unpolarised radiation model, since this model predicts a larger 

pulse on the East-West aerial for showers from the North or 

South quadrants. This could be interpreted as suggesting that 

the observed ratio for the radial polarisation model is somewhat 

higher than would be expected for a random set of showers with 

these energies, and therefore there may be very slight evidence 

for some degree of radial polarisation. However, these last fow 

arguments are extremely qualitative, and all that can really be 

deduced from the data is that at 32 11Hz., geomagnetic charge 

separation is definitely the dominant mechanism. 

The situation is much loss clear at 44 PIHz.. Consider 

first the data for the East-West aerial, on which 50 radio 

events were recorded out of 424 showers falling not more than 

300m. from the aerial. 

Polarisation Nodal 	<Nedian 

Geomagnetic 40 10 

Radial 33 17 

Vertical 30 20 

Uncolarised 37 13 

On the r!orth-:youth aerial, 57 radio events were 

recorded out of the 424 showers. 
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For both the aerials, the geomagnetic model emerges as 

the most likely, but in each case there seems to be also a good 

case for the radiation being unpolarised. 11s was pointed out 

previously, these two models are to some extent related in their 

polarisation predictions. In order to attempt to resolve this 

difficulty, the actual pulse amplitudes, which have not so far 

been considered, will be analysed in the next section. 

5.8 	The Integral Pulse Height Spectrum at 44 MHz. 

A comparison of the pulse amplitudes on the two 44 MHz. 

channels with the ratio expected under each polarisation model 

for each shower, does not show a preference for any particular 

model, which is not surprising since neither do other methods of 

analysis. However, from the integral pulse height spectrum a 

rather tentative prediction about the nature of the radiation 

mechanism can be made. 

The integral primary energy spectrum of showers 

recorded by the Haverah -Park array has an average exponent of 

-2 above about 3.1017eV and -1 below this enery. If the radio 

emission from showers is fully coherent, then we would expect 

the integral pulse height spectrum to have the same slope as the 

primary energy spectrum, since the pulse energy should be 
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proportional to the square of the total number of particles. If 

the radiation is incoherent, then the slope should be twice 

as steep. 

The integral pulse height spectrum for all the /0 MHz. 

radio pulses is shown in fig. 5.9. The slope above 35uV is: 

-2.6, which would seem to imply mainly, but not fully, coherent 

radiation. However, since no definite functional relationship 

has been established between pulse amplitude and the main shower 

parameters, :(gip, R, Q and 0, it is doubtful whether this slope is 

at all meaningful. Vor what it is worth, the value can be 

compared with the -3 obtained by Jones at 60 ELIz., which could 

indicate that the radiation is more coherent at the lower 

frequency. This would fit in with the expected onset of 

decoherence at higher frequencies due to the shower front 

thickness. Taken in conjunction with the results of section 

5.7, this result can be interpreted as suggesting that the 

radiation at 44 MHz. is more likely to be coherent 

geomagnetically-induced radiation than incoherent unpolarised 

radiation. 

5.9 	The Percentae of Showers Giving; Radio Pulses. 

A comparison of the fractions of showers giving radio 

pulses at the two frequencies should give some indication of 

the relative merits ol the various theorios. Only the two East-

West channels have been used in making this comparison, and to 

take account of the difference in the aerial dimensions, the 

pulses above 35uV at 32 MHz. nave been compared with the pulses 
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above 25).1V at 44 MHz.. 

With these restrictions, we find that 105 of all 

showers gave a pulse at 32 MHz., and 7.2 at 44 MHz.. It is of 

interest to know how the percentages vary with distance from the 

core and with primary enerGy. Fig.5.10 shows the variation with 

distance from the core. At 32 MHz, the percentage varies little 

between 0 and 300m., whereas at 44 MHz. there is a very steep 

falling off from close to the core. It is rather surprising 

that a higher percentage is recorded at 44 MHz. than at 32 hThz. 

for the interval 0-100m.. The general picture, however, is that 

the higher frequency radiation is restricted to distances close 

to the core. The overall percentages can be compared with the 

figure of less than 5X,  recorded by Jones at 60 MHz. , and the 

indications are that less is observed at higher frequencies due 

to decoherence. 

Iii fi.5.11 is shown the variation of the percentage of 

radio showers with primary energy. As expected, there is a 

considerable increase towards higher energies, but no 

significant difference appears between the two frequencies. 

5.10 	CorelIation with the Gross :Features of the ihowers. 

When the exf)eriments at 32 MHz. and 44 MHz. were 

started, it was hoped that a functional relationship might be 

established between the radio pulse adiplitude A and the 

parameters of the shower. This night take the form: 

A = 
Epa. Rb. f(G,0).  

Both f(G,0) and g(>.), which indicate the way in which 
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the radio emission varies with the shower arrival directions, 

and with the recording wavelength, have to some extent been 

determined in. the preceding results. Thus f(e,0) is a function 

which is largest for showers making large angles with the 

geomagnetic field, while g() increases towards longer 

wavelengths. 

In order to investigate the dependence on p, the 

32 PI-Iz. data was split up into three distance intervals, and the 

variation of the percentage of radio showers with !;:o is plotted 

in fig. 5.'12. Searing in mind that some of the points on the 

graph represent only very few showers, the percentage of radio 

showers can be said to increase roughly linearly with .:4). 

Assuming that the percentage observed is related to the 

amplitude expected, we can tentatively suggest that for a given 

core distance interval, the radio pulse amplitude increases 

linearly with r.p. 

Fig.5.13 shows the percentage variation with distance 

for three Ep intervals. In this case no obvious power law 

dependence is evident. 	Ls was stated earlier, the percentage c): 

radio showers is almost constant out to 300m., beyond which it 

falls off steeply. However, it should be noted that from 

showers larger  than 5.1017e J, more than 10% give radio pulses 

even beyond 500m. from the core. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

DISCUSSIOIJ AND FUTU2, A:;RK  

6.1 	Discussion of Results. 

The results presented in the previous chapter are now 

discussed, and a comparison is made with the results of other 

experiments. 

The most important result which has boon decided is the 

nature of the polarisation of the radiation at 32 MHz.. There 

is no doubt that the mechanism which is dominant at this 

frequency is the separation of opposite charges in the earth's 

magnetic field. On the other hand, the 44 i'1Hz. results indicate 

that no particular mechanism dominates at the higher frequency. 

These polarisation results fit in with the overall picture from 

other experiments. Pt frequencies around 30 MHz. and below, 

reliable evidence for the L;eomagnetic charge separation 

mechanism has now been obtained in three separate experiments, 

at Moscow, Calgary and Haverah Park. At frequencies above 

40 NHz., on the other hand, several experiments have failed to 

reveal the radiation mechanism. 

The explanation for this apparently sudden transition 

between the radiation at 32 MHz. and at 44 NLz. is probably 

that at the higher frequency, decoherence is already setting in 

At wavelengths which are much greater than tie assumed shower 

front thickness, then correlation is to be expected between the 

radio pulse and the gross features of the shower. At shorter 

wavelengths, the fine structure cf the shower will become 



important, and so poorer correlation with ip, R, 0, and 0 is to 

be expected. 

The percentage of showers with associated radio pulses 

was found to be higher at 32 IiHze than at 44 NHz.. This fits in 

with the ideas of Colgate and Allan, who predict a low optimum 

frequency. It seems that a Cerenkov-like dependence on 

frequency is ruled out, unless the frequency at which 

decoherence begins to set in has been over-estimated. 

Iention should be mad° here of ne D13.blin experiment, 

in which radio omission from showers was observed at 520 iYidz.. 

Following the theory of Allan, one expects to observe the high 

frequency components of the radiation from showers falling very 

close to the aerial, or from showers at large zenith angles. 

However, at such a very high frequency, the radiation is 

expected to be totally incoherent, and the intensity expected is 

negligible. If we continue the argument stated above, then 

this radiation must reflect the extremely fine structure of the 

shower. Thus it is probable that no correlation with the gross 

features of the shower are to be expected. However, it is 

important that the 'Dublin result should be confirmed with a 

particle-detecting array. 

EVen though no actual pulse amplitudes were available, 

the 32 Ellz. results have to some extent indicated how the pulse 

amplitude expected should vary with the gross features of the 

shower. It would be useful if we could find a category of 

showers with which a radio pulse above a certain threshold was 
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always observed. We can refer back to fig. 5.6, which is 

restricted to showers of primary energy greater than 2.1017eV, 

falling closer than 200m. to the aerial, and with zenith angle 

less than 50°. It is evident that all the 13 showers arriving 

within GO°  East or West of magnetic North, and therefore making 

appreciable angles with the magnetic field direction, produce an 

observable radio pulse at 32 MHz.. The 100 success achieved 

for this category of showers shows that at 32 MHz., the radio 

emission is largely dependent on the large-scale features of the 

shower, and not just on favourable fluctuations in its 

longitudinal development. 

Vrom the 32 MHz. data, we have also deduced that the 

radio pulse amplitude is expected to vary roughly linearly with 

Ep. This agrees with the 30 MHz. results reported from Moscow, 

where good correlation was established between the radio power 

and (Y)2. However, our results on the lateral distribution of 

the radio emission do not agree well with those from Moscow. 

The Russian workers found that the radio power fell off roughly 

as R-2: this is equivalent to the radio amplitude falling off 

as R. Our 32 Mhz. results, on the other hand, suggest that 

the radio emission is fairly constant out to 300m., beyond whic 

it falls off steeply. 

6.2 	Future 'edorlc. 

We must first discuss, in the light of the experimenta: 

results so far obtained, the feasibility of detecting large 

showers using radio methods alone. 	frequencies of around 
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30 MHz. and below, the radiation has been found to be restricted 

to those showers whose axes make appreciable angles with the 

geomagnetic field direction. This means that a radio detection 

method will always detect more showers arriving from the North 

than from the South. Thus the solid angle from which showers 

can be detected will be restricted, and measurements of isotropy  

will be very difficult. In these respects, it seems that radio 

methods will always be inferior to the conventional particle-

detecting methods. 

On the other hand, we have found that for a shower 

which arrives favourably inclined with respect to the magnetic 

field direction, we can confidently predict that a radio pulse 

will be observed provided that the shower is larer than 2.1017  eV 

and falls within 200m. of the aerial. We have also found that 

the percentage of radio showers increases linearly with Ep, and 

from this it can be predicted that the pulse amplitude will also 

increase linearly with :gip. However, the variation with distance 

from the axis is not well understood. Since for a given zenith 

angle, larger showers reach their maximum development lower in 

the atmosphere, it would not be expected that the lateral spread 

of the radiation should increase a;scat deal with Ep. This is 

not very encouraging, since we would like to be able to observe 

the radio emission from showers at distances of the order of 

kilometres if the method is to be feasible. If the radio 

detectors can be widely spaced, this also has the advantage of 

eliminating local interference, as was explained in chapter 3. 
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The only other possibility is to look at showers 

arriving at very high zenith angles, as has been sugested by 

Colgate. However, a major difficulty now arises. The secondary 

shower particles due to primaries which arrive almost tangential 

to the earth's surface are mostly absorbed before they reach sea 

level. For these showers it will be almost impossible to obtain 

any correlation between particle and radio data. To make any 

use of the radio data, it will be necessary to trust theoretical 

expectations. 

Although the prospects for the radio detection of very 

large showers may not be too bright, there is good reason to 

believe that a radio detection system used in conjunction with 

a particle-detecting array could give information on the primary 

composition. If a reasonable correlation can be obtained 

between the pulse amplitude and the shower parameters, then 

closer examination of the pulse structure and amplitude may 

reveal information about the longitudinal development, in 

particular the height of the first interaction, which depends 

upon the charge of the primary. 

With these ideas in mind, experimental work at Haverah 

Park is continuing. A second 32 MHz. channel has been set up, 

the aerial being orientated North-South, and the gains of both 

channels have been adjusted so that it is hoped that the pulse 

amplitudes will be measurable. Thus more accurate information 

on the functional relationship between the radio amplitude and 

the shower parameters should be available, and also the 
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polarisation of the radiation can be studied in individual 

showers. The 44 MHz. aerials have now been moved to the aerial 

site C (see fig.4.1) and the two channels will continue to be 

operated in the hope that the radiation mechanism can be 

discovered. 

The results presented in this thesis have been mainly 

confined to showers of primary energies less than 10
13eV. The 

Haverah Park 2Km. array is now in operation (Earnshaw et al., 

1967), and this opens up the exciting possibility of correlating 

radio data with particle data from showers of primary energies 

greater than 1019eV. Of particular interest will be the lateral 

spread of the radiation from these very large showers. 

Although both Colate and Allan predict that the 

optimum frequency of the radio emission will be less than 

20 MHz., no measurements have yet been made at such low 

frequencies, mainly due to the high background of man-made 

interference. Allan (Private Communication) has suggested that 

a favourable signal to noise ratio may be obtained using a 

broadband aerial with a flat frequency response up to about 

15 MHz.. An experimental arrangement based on these ideas is 

soon to be tested at Haverah I:ark. The results should prove to 

be of considerable interest, since it is not clear that 

conventional receivers provide the best means of amplifying 

sharp pulses. If recording does prove feasible at around 

10 MHz., the radio emission would be expected to show very good 

correlation with the large-scale shower parameters. 
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At the other end of the frequency scale, an aerial and 

receiving system at 408 FiHz. are being set up, in the hope of 

confirming the surprising Dublin result, in which ultra-high 

radio frequency radiation, thought to be associated with 

showers, was observed. Although correlation with all the 

shower parameters is not expected, it is possible that the 

high-frequency radiation may be associated only with a certain 

type of shower, and so the system will be triggered as usual by 

the main particle-detecting array. 
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APPENDIX 

Formulae used in the Analysis of Results  

We first of all set up a right-angle co-ordinate 

system (x,y,z) in which the three directions are: 

x - magnetic East, y magnetic North, z - vertically upwards. 

The zenith angle 9, of the arrival direction of a shower is 

measured from the vertical, while the azimuth angle 0 is 

measured East of Magnetic North. The bearing, East of magnetic 

North, of the point of impact on the ground of the shower axis, 

relative to the receiving aerial, is called*. The Earth's 

magnetic field lies in the yz (North-liouth) piano, and makes an 

angle D, the Dip Angle, with the horizontal. At Haverah Park 

D is about 68.7°. 

If L is the distance along the ground between the 

aerial and the point of impact of the shower axis, then the 

perpendicular distance, in the plane of the shower front, is 
• _ 

given by R . L(1 - sin2Pcos (0 -,L))2  

The components in the three directions of the radiation,  

expected from the four models are now given. These formulae 

assume that the arrival direction of the radiation at the 

receiving aerial is similar to that of the shower axis. This 

approximation is very good for showers falling close to the 

aerial, and oven at a distance of 600m., assuming that the 

radiation originates at a typical height of 6 Km., the error is 

only about 6°. 
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Radial Polarisation (Askaryan enhanced Cerenkov mechanism) 

	

x 	sin 	sin2e sin0 cos(O 

	

y 	cos 	sin2e cosO cos(0 - 

	

Z 	- sin G cos ecos(0 - 

To give the direction cosines, these should all be divided by 
I 

(1 - sin2e cos2(V 

Geomagnetic Deflection (Kahn and Lerche, Allan, Colgate) 

	

x 	sine cos0 sinD cove cosD 

	

y 	sine sinO sinD 

	

z 	- sine sin 0 cos.D 

'Vertical' Polarisation (Charman electric field mechanisms) 

	

cos.x 	sin0 

	

cos)y 	cosO 

z sing 

Unpolarisad Radiation  

	

x 	(cos2e sin2  0 # cos2  0)- 
o 	. 

(cos̀.y  cos20 + sin'0)2  

z sine 

To give the direction cosines these should be divided by 1.414. 
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ADDENDUM 

IMPLICATIONS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In the previous chapters, the results of our observations of the radio emission 

from extensive air showers have been presented. The aim of this additional chapter 

is to relate these results to our present knowledge of shower structure. We will then 

be in a position to assess the possibility of using the radio technique to obtain new 

information on shower characteristics or the primary particles. First of all we will 

briefly summarize the experimental evidence. 

We found previously that our results were not inconsistent with the radio pulse 

amplitude varying linearly with the primary energy Ep. Since then the author has 

been working at the Moscow State University E.A.S. Station, and the latest results 

from there agree with a linear dependence on E (Vernov et al., 1969). 

With regard to the lateral distribution of the radio emission, we found that the 

percentage of radio showers did not vary appreciably with distance from the core out 

to about 300m., beyond which there was a rapid fall. The more recent results from • 

Moscow, where the lateral distribution function can be measured in individual showers, 

suggest a dependence of pulse amplitude roughly 0( R-1  in the region out to 300m. 

Beyond this a rapid steepening of the lateral distribution function is observed. 

Our results suggest that the radio pulse amplitude falls off with increasing 

frequency between 30 MHz and 44 MHz. This effect has since been confirmed over 

a range of frequencies from 44 MHz to 408 MHz at Jodrell Bank. (Spencer, 1969). 

Over this frequency range, the field strength per unit bandwidth E4-is roughly proportional 

to 141 
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• 	 • 

Our results on the polarization of the radio emission strongly favoured the 

geomagnetic mechanism at 32 MHz, but only weakly at 44 MHz. The more recent Haverah 

Park measurements indicate that the conclusions drawn on the 44 MHz data may have been 

erroneous due to contamination by noise pulses, and that the evidence for the geomag-

netic mechanism at this frequency is also strong. (Allan et al., 1969). However, 

the 'North-South asymmetry expected due to this mechanism has not been observed at .' 

Jodrell Bank at this frequency (Smith et al., 1968) and so it is interesting to speculate 

on possible causes of an apparent change in the radiation mechianism. 

The most important factor determining the relation between the radio pulse ampli-

tude and the shower characteristics is the degree to which the shower particles radiate 

coherently. This can depend upon the longitudinal devil opment of the shower, the 

lateral spread of the shower particles, and the wavelength considered, and we will 

show how these can affect the lateral distribution of the radio emission, the dependence 

on Ep , and the polarization observed. 

We will firstly consider the longitudinal development of the shower. For a shower 

in the energy range 1017ev 1018ev the height at which the number of shower particles 

becomes significant is 	10 Km. (The value we use is not critical). We will call 

this height H2 and for an observer at a distance R from the shower axis, observing at 

wavelength X , we will calculate down to what height Hi the radiation from the shower 

particles close to the axis will be coherent. If we ignore the refractive indeg of the 

air, it can be shown that the path difference for radiation from the two heights is 

approximately R2  (H2 - H1) /2H1 H2, (see fig.1) The problem is analogous to that of 

Fresnel diffraction, and for coherence this path difference should be 	X/2. If 

we consider two positions for the observer, at distances of 200m. and 400m., and the 

two observing frequencies 30MHz and 44MHz, we obtain the following minimum values 

for H 
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30 MHz 	44 MHz 

R(m.) 200 400 - 200 400 

Hi(Km.) 3 6.5 4 7.5 

In the following table we give the approximate ',eights above sea level of 

maximum development for vertical showers of primary energy between 1016ev. and 

1019ev. 

EP(ev) 1016 1017 1018 	• 1019 

H(Km.) 5 3.5 2 1 

There are two conclusion that we can draw from a comparison of the two tables. 

Firstly, for showers with Ep 	 10
17ev, and for R = 200m., almost all the shower 

particles on the axis up to shower maximum will radiate coherently at both frequencies. 

For R = 400m., on the other hand, the length of the shower which can contribute is 

reduced to less than one half, and so we would expect an appreciable fall in the radio 

pulse amplitude between these distances. Also if we increase the primary energy, so 

that the shower maximum occurs lower in the atmosphere, decoherence begins earlier at 

higher frequencies. Thus from this simple model, we would expect the frequency 

spectrum between 30 MHz and 44 MHz for an observer at 200m. to be fairly flat for 

a 1017 ev shower but to fall with increasing frequency for a 1018  shower. For a shower 

of even higher, primary energy, we would expect a steeper fall-off.' 

We have so far only taken into account the longitudinal development of the 

shower. We must also consider the lateral spread of the shower particles which also 

causes diffraction effects. Referring to fig. 2, if we assume as a first approximation 

that the shower front is plane, then for an observer situated on or close to the axis 
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we must evaluate the path difference between radiation from particles on the axis and at 

a distance t- . This is given very nearly by f-1/2H, and if we let this have a 

maximum value of X/2 we obtain the relation f- = ( X 	. 

Using this formula, we can calculate the radius within which particles must 

lie in order to radiate coherently from a height H. We can convert this into a minimum 

value for the energy of the particles (since low energy electrons are scattered more) 

remembering that the characteristic shower dimensions, such as disc thickness, front 

curvature and lateral spread, are related to the radiation length which is a constant 

in airwhen measured in 9nn.cm-2, but when measured in metres, varies with the 

atmospkeric depth. Thus for a height of 8 Kms., generally taken as the scale height of 

the atmosphere, all such dimensions will have approximately e times their values at 

sea level. In order to estimate the average lateral displacement of electrons of 

energy E in a shower, we refer to Galbraith (1958). The r.m.s. Coulomb scattering 

angle is given roughly by 00 = 20/E radians per radiation length where E is in MeV. 

The radiation length in air is 37.7 gm.cm-2 which varies with atmospheric height from 

380m. at 2Km. to 1050 m. at 10 Km. The typical lateral spread S of particles of energy 

E is given by the radiation length times the typical scattering angle. Thus the typical 

lateral displacement of particles at 2Km. is 	8 x 103/E metres (with E in MeV) 

which varies to 2.2 x 104/E metres at 10Km. 

We can now consider the case of an observer situated on the axis. The following 

tables give for various heights the radius at which the radiation begins to lose coherence, 

as well as the typical electron energy at this distance. 

= 10m. 

H (km.) 2 4 6 8 10 

t- 	(m.)... 140 200 245 280 310 

E (Mev) 57 52 55 . 	61 71 



X = 6.8m. 

t 

H (Km.) 2 
I 

4 6 8 10 

t- (m.) 120 165 .200 235 260 

E (Mev) 67 64 67 72 85 

Thus although at higher altitudes the radius over which shower particles can 

radiate coherently naturally increases, this is compensated by the change in atmospheric 

pressure, so that the typical electron energy at this distance and the fraction of 

contributing particles remain approximately constant. The above tables also indicate 

that fewer particles will contribute coherently at the higher frequency, so that we would 

expect to see a falling-off of the frequency spectrum. 

The case with the} observer situated at an appreciable distance from the core 

is more complex, since the particles on the radius of a disc are not all at the same distance 

from the observer, and the problem should be treated 3-dimensionally. Obviously the 

fraction of the total number of particles which can contribute coherently will decrease 

as R increases, since the density of particles is greatest on the axis. In addition, the 

average energy of the contributing particles will become lower. On the other hand, 

there is no reason why the conclusion drawn for the case of the observer on the axis, 

namely that the fraction of particles contributing coherently remains roughly constant 

with height, should be substantially different. 

We should mention here two factors which have been ignored in our analysis. 

The first is the effect of the refractive index of the air which causes radiation to travel 
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slower than relativistic particles. As a result, radiation from high in the atmosphere 

is delayed relative to that from lower in the atmosphere, but the additional path 

difference is only 	lm. which will not seriously affect our conclusions. 

The curvature of the shower front should also be taken into account in an exact 

analysis. The effect will be to further reduce the radius within which particles can 

radiate coherently. 

* We can now discuss the expected dependence of the radio emission on the 

primary energy Ep. If showers of different primary energies had similar longitudinal 

developments, then for a fixed distance R we would expect a linear dependence on 

E since the fraction of particles able to contribute coherently would be roughly constant. 

But we know that as E increases the position of maximum development occurs lower in the 

atmosphere. We have also shown in this case that the length of the shower which can 

radiate coherently will decrease, and so a dependence on E 	where oc is less 

than unity, should be expected. Against this we should point out that the triggering 

requirement of an array such as Haverah Park selects showers such that the mean zenith 

angle increases as E 	increases, so that the maximum development occurs progressively 

higher relative to a vertical shower. From this it is evident that there are many factors 

to take into account, and.it is very difficult to predict how the radio pulse amplitude 

_ should vary with Ep. All we can say is that we should not necessarily expect a linear 

dependence on Ep. 

Our analysis has shown that the diffraction effects due to both longitudinal 

development and to lateral spread become more serious as the distance R increases. 

In particular, we noticed a significant decrease in the length of shower which can contri-

bute coherently as R increases from 200m. to 400m. This is in good agreement with the 

experimental results which show a slow fall-off with R out to 	300m., followed by 
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a rapid steepening of the lateral distribution function. 

Our analysis has shown that the 'Fresnel volume', the volume within which 

shower particles must be in order to radiate coherently becomes smaller as the wavelength 

decreases. If we assume the frequency spectrum of the radiation actually emitted to 

be roughly constant, then we would expect to observe a falling-off of the radio emission 

with increasing frequency. Would we expect to observe a change in the radiation 

mechanism as the frequency increases? As the frequency increases, only the increasingly 

high energy particles can contribute coherently to the radiation, whereas it is the low 

energy particles which contribute most to the transverse current of the geomagnetic 

theory. Thus it is possible that some mechanism which depends upon the radiation of 

high energy particles could become comparable with the geomagnetic mechanism. 

But this could hardly be the Cerenkov mechanism, since although an excess of negative 

electrons no doubt exists at high energies (due to positron annihilation), the excess 

will be much larger at low energies (due to Compton electrons and 	g.  -rays). 

' The general agreement of experiment and theory with regard to the lateral 

distribution of the radio emission appears to rule out any possibility of the radio technique 

being used for the economical detection of ultra high energy showers. Unless 

measurements can be made at low frequencies, of the order of a few MHz, diffraction 

effects effectively cut off the radiation beyond a few hundreds of metres from the 

axis. 

The other basic problem of high energy cosmic ray research is the determination 

of the mass composition of the primaries. Conventional particle-detecting arrays sample 

the shower at one stage of its development, but the study of the radio emission can 

give information on the longitudinal development of the shOwer. It is perhaps premature 

to speculate on ways in which this might be approached since until some definite 

relationship can be established with the known parameters of the-shower, namely arrival 

direction, primary energy, and distance from the axis, we cannot expect to be able to 

obtain any information about an unknown parameter. 
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